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ASYMPTOTICS OF GEOMETRICAL NAVIGATION
ON A RANDOM SET OF POINTS IN THE PLANE
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Abstract

A navigation on a set of points S is a rule for choosing which point to move to from the
present point in order to progress toward a specified target. We study some navigations
in the plane where S is a nonuniform Poisson point process (in a finite domain) with
intensity going to +∞. We show the convergence of the traveller’s path lengths, and
give the number of stages and the geometry of the traveller’s trajectories, uniformly for
all starting points and targets, for several navigations of geometric nature. Other costs
are also considered. This leads to asymptotic results on the stretch factors of randomYao
graphs and random θ -graphs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Navigations

Often a traveller, which can be a person, a migratory animal, a letter, a radio message, a
message in a wireless ad-hoc network, etc., wanting to reach a point t starting from a point s has
to stop along the route in order to, depending on the type of traveller, sleep, eat, be sorted, be
amplified, or routed. Generally, the traveller cannot stop anywhere: only some special places
offer what is needed (a hostel, a river, a post office, a radio relay station, a router, etc.). Often the
traveller cannot compute the optimal route from its initial position: the traveller must choose
the next point to move to using only some local information. In this paper we deal with this
problem, that is, we address the following questions. Given a random set S of possible stops,
what happens if a traveller stops ‘at the first point in S’ which is in the direction of t up to an
angle θ? How many stops are necessary? What is the total distance covered? In this paper we
answer these questions in the asymptotic case, when the number of points in S goes to +∞.

Formally, consider a traveller on R
2 beginning its travel at the starting position s and wanting

to reach the target t using as a set of possible stopping places S, a finite subset of R
2. Navigation

(also called the memoryless routing algorithm in the literature) with a set of stopping places S

is defined as a function X : R
2 × R

2 → R
2 such that, for any (s, t), X(s, t) belongs to S ∪ {t}

and, moreover, satisfies X(s, s) = s for any s ∈ R
2. The position X(s, t) corresponds to the
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traveller’s first stop between s and t . Hence,

X(s, t, j) := X(X(s, t, j − 1), t), j ≥ 1,

are the successive stops of the traveller, where, by convention, X(s, t, j) = s for j = 0. We
write sj instead of X(s, t, j) when no confusion is possible on s, t , and X. The quantity

�X(s, t, j) := X(s, t, j) − X(s, t, j − 1)

is called the j th stage. For a general navigation algorithm X, if #S < +∞, either X(s, t, j) = t

for large enough j or X(s, t, j) �= t for all j . In the first case, the global navigation from s to
t succeeds, whereas in the second case, it fails. In the case of success, the (global) path from s

to t is

PathX(s, t) := (s0, . . . , sNbX(s,t)), (1)

where NbX(s, t) := min{j, sj = t} is the number of stages needed to go from s to t .
We are interested in navigations in R

2 where the point to move to is chosen according to
some geometric rules: we consider two classes of so-called compass navigations; in these
navigations the next stopping place to move to is selected as the ‘nearest’ point of s in the set
S ∪ {t}, in the ‘direction’ of t (see Section 1.2).

Throughout the paper, D refers to a bounded and simply connected open domain in R
2.

The sets of considered stopping places S are finite random subsets of D taken according to two
models: S will be either the set {p1, . . . , pn}, where the pi points are picked independently
according to a distribution with regular density f (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) in D
(see Section 2.3.2), or S will be a Poisson point process with intensity nf for some n > 0 (see
Section 1.3).

The main goal of this paper is to study the global asymptotic behaviour of the paths of the
traveller. Global means that all possible trajectories corresponding to all starting points s and
targets t of D are considered together. Several quantities are then studied that describe the
‘deviation’ of the paths of the traveller (or functionals of the path, such as the length) to a
deterministic limit (see Section 1.4). We also give the asymptotic of the number of points of S,
which goes to +∞ (equivalently n → +∞ in one of the models).

Convention. Throughout the paper, the two-dimensional real plane R
2 is identified with the

set of complex numbers C and, according to what appears simpler, either the complex or real
notation is used without warning. The real part, the imaginary part, and the modulus of z are
respectively written as Re(z), Im(z), and |z|; the argument arg(z) of any real number z �= 0 is
the unique real number θ in [0, 2π) such that z = ρeiθ for some ρ > 0 (we set arg(0) = 0).
The characteristic function of the set A is denoted by 1A. The notation [[x, y]] refers to the
set of integers included in [x, y]. The open ball with centre x and radius r in C is denoted by
B(x, r) = {y ∈ C, |x − y| < r} and the closed ball is denoted by B̄(x, r). For x ∈ C and
A ⊂ C, d(x, A) = inf{|x − y|, y ∈ A}.
1.2. Two types of navigation

The two types of navigation introduced below, cross navigation and straight navigation,
may appear very similar, but their asymptotic behaviours as well as their analysis are quite
different.
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For any β ∈ (0, 2π), as illustrated in Figure 1, let

Sect(β) := {ρeiν, ρ > 0, |ν| ≤ 1
2β
}
,

Cam(β)(h) := Sect(β) ∩ B̄(0, h),

Tri(β)(h) := {x + iy, x ∈ (0, h], y ∈ R, |y| ≤ x tan
( 1

2β
)}

.

The notation Cam and Tri are short for ‘Camembert portion’ and ‘triangle’.

1.2.1. First type of navigation: cross navigation. Cross navigations are parametrised by a
parameter θ satisfying θ = 2π/pθ for some pθ ∈ {3, 4, . . .}. For any x ∈ C and κ in
[[0, pθ − 1]], the κth angular sector around x is

Sect[κ, x] := x + eiκθ Sect(θ).

The two half-lines HLκ(x) and HLκ+1(x) defined by

HLj (x) := x + {ρeiθ(j−1/2), ρ > 0}, j ∈ [[0, pθ ]],
are called the first border and last border of Sect[κ, x]. As illustrated in Figure 2, for h > 0,
the κth triangle and κth Camembert section around z with height h are respectively

Tri[κ, x](h) := x + eiκθ Tri(θ)(h), Cam[κ, x](h) := x + eiκθ Cam(θ)(h),

where, for any z1, z2 ∈ C and any A ⊂ C, z1 + z2A is the set {z1 + z2y, y ∈ A}.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the half-lines (HLκ(t), κ ∈ [[1, pθ ]]) form a cross around t

that we denote by Cross(t) :=⋃pθ

κ=1 HLκ(t). This justifies the terminology ‘cross navigation’.

h

β/2β/2

h

β/2

Figure 1: Representations of Sect(β), Tri(β)(h), and Cam(β)(h). Note that each peak point of the
diagrams is excluded from the corresponding set.

(a) (b) (c)

HL2

HL1

HL0

Sect[2, x]

Sect[3, x]

Sect[4, x] Sect[5, x]

Sect[0, x]

Sect[1, x]

x Tri[0, x](h)

h
x Cam[0, x](h)

h
x

Figure 2: Representations of (a) the six angular sectors around a point x with pθ = 6, (b) Tri[0, x](h),
and (c) Cam[0, x](h).
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Let s and t be inD , and letκ be such that t ∈ Sect[κ, s]. ConsiderBκ(s) = {s+r eiκθ , r ≥ 0}
to be the bisecting half-line of Sect[κ, s]. Consider the lines parallel to HLκ(s) and HLκ+1(s)

passing via t . These two lines intersect the half-line Bκ(s) in two points. The point which is
the closest to s is denoted by I (s, t); see Figure 3. The compact �(s, t) is given by

�(s, t) := [s, I (s, t)] ∪ [I (s, t), t].
We now define, given a set of stopping places S and a finite subset of R

2, pθ -Yao navigation
and pθ -CT navigation, abbreviated as CY and CT navigation.

Definition 1. (CY navigation.) For (s, t) ∈ R
2×R

2, consider the smallest integer κ in [[0, pθ −
1]] such that t lies in Sect[κ, s]. Consider the smallest r such that Cam[κ, s](r) ∩ (S ∪ {t}) is
not empty. We set CY(s, t) = z, the element of Cam[κ, s](r) ∩ (S ∪ {t}) that is the closest of
the first border of Sect[κ, s] (see Figure 4(a)).

This navigation appears to be the canonical navigation in Yao’s graphs [19].

Definition 2. (CT navigation.) pθ -CT navigation is a simple variant of pθ -Yao navigation. It
is defined as pθ -Yao navigation, except that Tri[κ, s](r) replaces Cam[κ, s](r).
Remark 1. If t belongs to HLκ(s) then t lies in both Sect[κ, s] and Sect[κ − 1 mod pθ , s]; in
the other cases, t belongs to a unique sector Sect[κ, s]. In the sequel, the domains Cam[κ, s](r)

HLκ�1(s)

HLκ(s)
s

t

I (s, t)θ/2

Bκ (s)

Figure 3: Representations of I (s, t) and Bκ (s). The thick lines denote �(s, t).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) An example ofYao navigation with pθ = 8; the starting point is on the left. (b) An example
of Yao straight navigation with θ = π/2; the starting point is on the left. In both examples we give the

decision domains for each stage and the sectors that contain the destination.
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and Tri[κ, s](r), which, depending on the algorithm considered, are the minimum domains that
the traveller uses to decide which point to move to, are called the decision domains.

1.2.2. Second type of navigation: straight navigation. Straight navigations are closer to real
traveller’s strategies: the stopping places are chosen not too far from the segment leading to
the target. We set two straight navigations, parametrised by a real number θ ∈ (0, 2π). The
difference between the following objects and those previously defined is that the sectors are
oriented such that their bisecting lines are the straight line (s, t):

−−→
Sect(s, t) := s + exp(i arg(t − s)) Sect(θ),

−−→
Cam(s, t)(h) := s + exp(i arg(t − s)) Cam(θ)(h),

−→
Tri(s, t)(h) := s + exp(i arg(t − s)) Tri(θ)(h).

We will use the abbreviations SY and ST to denote θ -straight Yao and θ -straight T navigation,
respectively.

Definition 3. (SY navigation.) For (s, t) ∈ S2, consider the smallest r such that the set−−→
Cam(s, t)(r) ∩ (S ∪ {t}) is not empty. Set SY(s, t) = z, where z is the closest of the first
border of

−−→
Cam(s, t) (see Figure 4(b)).

Definition 4. (ST navigation.) ST navigation is defined similarly to SY navigation except that−→
Tri(s, t)(r) replaces

−−→
Cam(s, t)(r).

1.3. The random model of stopping places set: a Poisson point process

Denote by Lip	(D) the set of Lipschitz functions f : D → R
+ with a positive infimum on

D : a function f is in Lip	(D) if there exists αf > 0 such that |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ αf |x − y|
for all x, y ∈ D , and mf := inf{f (x), x ∈ D} > 0. Since D is bounded, Mf := max{f (x),

x ∈ D} < +∞.
In this paper we consider a Poisson point process (PPP) S(f ) whose intensity measure µf

on D is µf (A) = ∫
A

f (z) dz for some f ∈ Lip	(D) (in words, µf has density f with respect
to the Lebesgue measure on R

2): the necessity of the Lipschitz condition will be made clear
later, with the appearance of a differential equation. The distribution of S(f ) is denoted by Pf .
Since S(f ) has no multiple points almost surely (a.s.), #S(f ) ∼ Poisson(

∫
D f (u) du). For any

disjoint Borelian subsets B1, . . . , Bk of R
2, (S(f )∩B1), . . . , (S(f )∩Bk) are independent and

#(S(f ) ∩ Bj ) ∼ Poisson(
∫
Bj

f (u) du) (for more explanations on PPPs, see Chapter 10 of [12]).
As usual, a representation of the set S(f ) is S(f ) = {x1, . . . , xn}, where n ∼ Poisson(

∫
D f ),

x1, x2, . . . are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and independent of n, and each
xi has density f/ infD f .

In this paper we assume that the measure
∑

x∈S(f ) δx is defined on a probability space
(�, A, P), and is considered as a random variable taking values in N, the set of counting
measures in C, equipped with the σ -field N generated by the sets EB,k = {µ, µ(B) = k} for
compact sets B ⊂ C and integers k.

The model consisting of n i.i.d. points chosen according to a density f is considered in
Section 2.3.2.

Remark 2. The navigations X we study, as well as the functions PathX and PosX, and various
cost functions, are all defined given a stopping places set S. Hence, they are functions of S (we
should write X(S) etc., but we choose to delete this S to lighten the notation). On (�, A, P),
these functions are random variables with values in some functional spaces.
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1.4. Quantities of interest

In (1) we defined PathX(s, t). In many applications, a quantity of interest is the comparison
between the Euclidean distance |s − t | and the path length, the total distance covered by the
traveller in the case of success:

|PathX(s, t)| :=
NbX(s,t)∑

j=1

|sj − sj−1|.

The associated trajectory is the compact subset of R
2 formed by the union of the segments

[sj , sj+1]:

[PathX(s, t)] :=
NbX(s,t)⋃

j=1

[sj−1, sj ].

One of the results of the paper is the comparison between [PathX(s, t)] and a limiting object.
If the point process is not homogeneous, the evaluation of the traveller’s trajectory calls for a

precise study of the traveller’s speed. We introduce the function PosX
s,t : [0, NbX(s, t)] → R

2,
whose values coincide with those of X(s, t, ·) at integer points, and interpolated inbetween.
Hence, PosX

s,t gives the position of the traveller according to the number of stages; for any
s, t ∈ D , [PathX(s, t)] equals the range of PosX

s,t . From our point of view, the asymptotic
results obtained for Poss,t are among the main contributions of this paper.

In some applications, the sum of a function of the stage lengths appears to be the relevant
quantity instead of the length. Formally a ‘unitary cost function’ H : C → R is considered.
The total cost associated with H corresponding to PathX(s, j) = (s0, . . . , sNbX(s,t)) is

CostXH (s, t) :=
NbX(s,t)∑

j=1

H(sj − sj−1).

Important elementary cost functions are H : x → |x|, which gives CostH (s, t) = |Path(s, t)|,
H : x → 1, which gives CostXH (s, t) = NbX(s, t), and functions of the type H(x) = |x|β ,
which correspond, at least for some β, to real applications.

2. Statements of the main results

In the rest of this paper, f is a fixed element of Lip	(D) and a is a fixed positive number.
The set D[a] := {x ∈ D : d(x, �D) ≥ a} is the set of points in D at distance at least a to
�D , the complement of D . The asymptotic behaviour of PathX(s, t) (when the set of stopping
places S increases) is difficult to predict if the limiting trajectories between s and t are too close
to �D . We set a notation to designate the pairs (s, t) that can be treated. Set

D ′[a] := {(s, t) ∈ D2 : Z(s, t) ⊂ D[a]},
where, according to the context, Z(s, t) = �(s, t) (for cross navigations) or Z(s, t) = [s, t]
(for straight navigations). Some other restrictions concerning θ will be added in order to avoid
situations where the navigation can fail.

Before giving the results, we define some constants, computed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3,
related to the speed of the traveller along their trajectory and the ratio of the mean length of a
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stage to the length of the projection of a stage with respect to some ad-hoc directions:

CST
bis = CCT

bis = 1

2

√
π

tan(θ/2)
, CSY

bis = CCY
bis =

√
2π sin(θ/2)

θ3/2 ,

CCT
bor =
√

π cos3(θ/2)

4 sin(θ/2)
, CCY

bor =
√

π/2 sin(θ)

θ3/2 ,

QST
bis = QCT

bis = 1

2

(
1

cos(θ/2)
+ arcsinh(tan(θ/2))

tan(θ/2)

)
, QSY

bis = QCY
bis = θ/2

sin(θ/2)
,

QCT
bor = 1

2

(
1

cos2(θ/2)
+ arcsinh(tan(θ/2))

sin(θ/2)

)
, QCY

bor = θ

sin(θ)
.

2.1. Limit theorems for straight navigations

The first theorem uniformly compares the path length |PathX(s, t)| with a multiple of |s − t |.
Theorem 1. Let X = SY and θ < π/2, or X = ST and θ ≤ π/2. For any α ∈ (0, 1

8 ), any
β > 0, and large enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]
||PathX(s, t)| − QX

bis × |s − t || ≥ n−α
)

≤ n−β.

The terms QST
bis and QSY

bis ‘measure’ the efficiency of the traveller with respect to the direction
of the bisecting lines of the decision sectors used.

We now describe the asymptotic behaviour of PosX
s,t . In the case of straight navigation, the

limiting position function Pos∞,c is the deterministic solution of a differential equation, and
depends on a real parameter c, where c depends on θ and X.

For any (λ, ν) ∈ (0, +∞) × [0, 2π ], let Fλ,ν be the function from D to C defined by

Fλ,ν(z) := λeiν

√
f (z)

.

For given s0 ∈ D , consider the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):

ODE(λ, ν, s0) :=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ρ(0) = s0,

∂ρ(x)

∂x
= Fλ,ν(ρ(x)).

(2)

By the Cauchy–Lipschitz theorem, ODE(λ, ν, s0) admits a unique solution x �→ Solλ,ν
s0 (x) valid

for x ≥ 0 and while Solλ,ν
s0 (x) stays inside D ; indeed, since f is in Lip	(D), so is Fλ,ν . Since f

takes its values in R
+, arg(Fλ,ν) = ν. Hence, Solλ,ν

s0 appears to be a monotone parametrisation
of the segment {s0 + xeiν, x > 0} ∩ D (more precisely, of the component containing s0 in
this intersection), with the speed along this segment at position z being Fλ,ν(z). Now, choose
two points (s, t) in D such that [s, t] ⊂ D and consider Solλ,arg(t−s)

s for some fixed λ > 0. In
this case, the range of Solλ,arg(t−s)

s contains [s, t] and, by continuity, there exists a time Timeλ
s,t

such that
Solλ,arg(t−s)

s (Timeλ
s,t ) = t.

We now define the function Pos∞,λ
s,t as the function Solλ,arg(t−s)

s stopped at t .
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Theorem 2. Let X = SY and θ < π/2, or X = ST and θ ≤ π/2. For any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), any

β > 0, and large enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]
sup
x≥0

|PosX
s,t (x

√
n) − Pos

∞,CX
bis

s,t (x)| ≥ n−α
)

≤ n−β.

A corollary of this theorem is that the asymptotic trajectories of the traveller are segments: for
dH , the Hausdorff distance between the compact subset of R

2, Pnf (sup(s,t)∈D ′[a] dH ([Path(s, t),

[s, t]) ≥ n−α) ≤ n−β .
The asymptotic behaviour of different cost functions is studied in Section 4.2.

2.2. Limit theorems for cross navigation

For any c1 > 0, c2 > 0, and any s, t ∈ C, let

Dc1,c2(s, t) := c1 × |I (s, t) − s| + c2 × |t − I (s, t)|
be a kind of weighted length of �(s, t).

The cross navigation analogy of Theorem 1 is as follows (see Figure 5).

Theorem 3. Let X ∈ {CT, CY} and θ ≤ π/3. For any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), any β > 0, and large

enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]
||PathX(s, t)| − DQX

bis,Q
X
bor

(s, t)| ≥ n−α
)

≤ n−β.

The terms QST
bor and QSY

bor measure some local efficiency of the traveller with respect to the
direction of the border of the decision sectors.

As mentioned above, CY is the canonical navigation onYao’s graph, and CT is the canonical
navigation on the so-called �-graphs [10], [13], [18]. A worst case study has been made
showing that the stretch factor of these navigations is at most 1/(1 − 2 sin π/pθ ) for every
pθ > 6. For pθ ≤ 6, the stretch factor of these navigations can be unbounded. However, it has
been proved that �6 is a 2-spanner [7], Yao6 is a c-spanner (for some c) [15], and Yao4 is an
8(29+23

√
2)-spanner [9]. The theorem obtained here says that ‘for a typical set of points’, the

navigation distance, and also the graph distance, between any two points s and t is smaller than
DQX

bis,Q
X
bor

(s, t) + n−α with large probability. For far away points s and t , this is much smaller
than the worst case bounds.

Again, for X ∈ {CT, CY}, the function x �→ PosX
s,t (x

√
n) admits a deterministic limit

Pos∞,a,b
s,t depending on the parameters a and b (which depend on X and θ ) related to the speed

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Examples of pθ -CT navigation (for pθ = 6) with (a) 500 nodes, (b) 5000 nodes, and (c) 20 000
nodes uniformly distributed in the unit square.
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of the traveller along the two branches of �(s, t). Set

Pos∞,λ,λ′
s,t (x) :=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Solλ,arg(I (s,t)−s)

s (x) for x ∈ [0, Timeλ
s,I (s,t)],

Solλ
′,arg(t−I (s,t))

I (s,t) (x − Timeλ(1)
s,I (s,t)) if x ∈ Timeλ

s,I (s,t) +[0, Timeλ′
I (s,t),t ],

t if x ≥ Timeλ
s,I (s,t) + Timeλ′

I (s,t),t .

Theorem 4. Let X ∈ {CY, CT} and θ ≤ π/3. For any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), any β > 0, and large

enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]
sup
x≥0

|PosX
s,t (x

√
n) − Pos

∞,CX
bis,C

X
bor

s,t (x)| ≥ n−α
)

≤ n−β.

As for the straight case, this entails the convergence of the Hausdorff distance from Path(s, t)

to �(s, t).
Again, results concerning other cost functions are studied in Section 4.2.

2.3. Extensions

The following extensions can be treated with the material available in the present paper. We
provide just the main lines of analysis.

2.3.1. Random north navigation. This is a version of cross navigation where each point s ∈ S

has its own (random) north n(s) used to compute Cross(s). This can be used to model some
imprecisions in Yao’s construction, where the north is not exactly known by the points of S.
Each distribution of n(s) leads to a different behaviour for the traveller. If the value of n(s) is
0 a.s. then this model coincides with standard cross navigation. If the distribution of n(s) owns
several atoms then the speed of the traveller may be different along numerous directions. The
corresponding navigation algorithm is defined as follows. A traveller at s chooses the smallest
integer κ in [[0, pθ − 1]] such that t lies in s + ein(s)+ikθ Sect(θ) and considers the smallest r

such that s + ein(s)+ikθ Tri(θ)(r) ∩ (S ∪ {t}) is not empty. Then set RNT(s, t) = z, the element
of this set with smallest argument.

From now on, the random variables (n(s), s ∈ S) are assumed to be i.i.d. and to take
their values in [0, 2π ]. Using the Camembert sections instead leads to the random north Yao
navigation, abbreviated as RNY. Uniform random north navigation is not much different from
straight navigation, with the limiting path being segments and the limiting path length being a
multiple of the Euclidean distance. Using the same arguments as above, we can prove that the
distance covered by the traveller satisfies, for any θ ≤ π/3, any α ∈ (0, 1

8 ), and β > 0, if n is
large enough,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]
|PathX(s, t) − QX|s − t || ≥ n−α

)
≤ n−β,

where

QRNT = θ/2

2 sin(θ/2)

(
1

cos(θ/2)
+ arcsinh(tan(θ/2))

tan(θ/2)

)
, QRNY = θ2

2 − 2 cos(θ)
.

The computation of these constants is carried out in Section 3.3.4; the proof of the globalisation
of the bounds does not present any problem in this case.
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2.3.2. Model of n i.i.d. positions. Consider g ∈ Lip	(D) such that 1D g = 1. Let p1, . . . , pn be
n i.i.d. random points chosen inD under the distribution with densityg. SetSn

g := {p1, . . . , pn},
and denote by Prng the distribution of this set. The analysis of the navigations under Png is simpler
than under Prng since under Png Markovian properties can be used; the derivation of the results
under Prng will appear to be simple consequences of those under Png . Indeed, the two models
Prng and Png are related via the classical fact

Prng(·) = Png( · | #S = n);
in other words Kng conditioned by #S(ng) = n has the same distribution as Kn

g .
For any measurable event A (element of N as defined in Section 1.3) and any c > 0,

Prng(A) = Png(A | #S = n) ≤ Png(A)

Png(#S = n)
.

Since #S(ng) is Poisson(n) distributed, we see that Png(#S = n) ≥ c1n
−1/2 for large enough

n and a constant c1 > 0 (this is an application of the Stirling formula); therefore,

Prng(A) ≤ 1

c1
n1/2 Png(A)

for large enough n. All the results of the present paper under the form Png(An) = o(xn) for some
decreasing function xn can be transferred under Prng to the form Prng(An) = O(n1/2 Png(Ang)) =
o(n1/2xn), that is, a factor n1/2 on the bound must be added. Therefore, the main theorems of the
present paper can be transferred to Prng without any problems since all results (or intermediate
results) have the form Png(An) = o(xn) for xn = o(n−1/2).

2.4. Link with other random objects

In [5], the authors investigated a navigation N on a homogeneous PPP S on C, where the
traveller wants to reach the origin 0 of the plane: for a given s, N(s) is the closest element of
s in S ∪ {0}, which has the additional property of being closer to 0 than s. Adding an edge
between each s ∈ S and N(s) gives a tree, called the ‘radial spanning tree’ of the PPP. (See
the straight pθ -Yao navigation with θ = 2π/3 in Figure 6(b); this picture is quite similar to
Figure 1 of [5] even if the navigation is less homogeneous in that paper.) The authors provided
numerous results concerning this tree, including some local properties concerning the degree

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Union of all paths (toward a unique target) on 5000 uniform random points for (a) a directed
navigation with θ = 2π/7, (b) an SY navigation with θ = 2π/3, and (c) a CT navigation with pθ = 7.
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of the vertices, the length of the edges, and some global properties, such as the behaviour of
the subset of elements s of S such that N(s, k) = 0. Bordenave [8] also examined the radial
spanning tree of the PPP. He studied functionals along a path, and topological issues such as the
directions of the paths going to ∞, and showed that the number of ends of the tree is infinite.

In [6] and [16] the authors studied the property of a so-called ‘minimal directed spanning
tree’ (MDST). To each finite subset S of (0, 1]2 is associated a tree as follows: x ∈ S is
connected by a directed edge to the nearest y ∈ S ∪ {(0, 0)}, having both coordinates smaller
than those of x. They then studied the asymptotic total length of the MDST when S follows
various distributions, with |S| → +∞.

In [4], the authors examined a directed-like navigation, where the set of points is a random
subset of Z

d : each point of this set is kept with probability p ∈ (0, 1). They then examined the
connectivity of the construction according to the dimension.

Another object that may be related to directed navigation is the Brownian web. In [11], the
authors constructed a binary tree using as a set of vertices the points of a homogeneous PPP in
the plane. The parent–children relation is then induced by a kind of navigation, where, instead
of a Camembert section, a rectangular section is used; this is similar to what is represented in
Figure 6(a). They then showed that in a certain sense their object converges to the Brownian
web (see the references therein for definitions and criteria of convergences to the Brownian
web). In the present paper we conjecture that the work in [11] can be extended to Yao graphs
or �-graphs associated to directed navigations. The main structural difference here is that the
infinite tree constructed through directed navigation has an unbounded degree, whereas in [11]
it has a binary degree.

In a sequence of papers, Aldous and coauthors [1], [2], [3] investigated numerous questions
related to navigation (or traveller salesman-type problems) in a PPP. In particular, Aldous [1]
gave sufficient conditions on navigation algorithms to have an asymptotic shape (where the
shape is roughly the set of points at a distance smaller than r to the origin, properly rescaled).

3. Theoretical considerations

3.1. Presentation of the analysis

We present here the main ideas used in the paper before entering into the details.

• Under Pnf , a ball of radius r included in D contains O(nr2) points of S(nf ) on average
and, with large probability, less than n1+εr2, uniformly on all balls (see Lemma 3). We
restrict ourselves to the case where the navigation has the property to force the traveller
to come closer to t at each stage. Hence, for a radius r = rn small enough, Lemma 3
allows us to show that the contribution of the stages of the traveller in the final ball of
radius r is negligible. See Section 3.5.

• To study the behaviour of the traveller far from its target, a local argument is used: under
Pnf for a nonconstant function f , the stages (sj − sj−1, j ≥ 1) are not identically
distributed, or independent since the value of sj−1 affects the distribution of sj − sj−1.
But, if we consider only an successive stages, with an → +∞ and ann

ε/
√

n → 0,
these stages stay in a small window around s0 with a large probability; these stages
appear moreover to roughly behave as i.i.d. random variables under the homogeneous
PPP Pnf (s0); the behavior of these an stages are seen to depend, at the first order, only
on f (s0). Moreover, since an → +∞, some regularizations of the type ‘law of large
numbers’ occur. See Section 3.3. This local theorem is one of the cornerstones of the
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study: in some sense, the global trajectory between any two points is a concatenation of
these parts of length an; the successive local values (f (sk×an), k ≥ 0) directly lead to a
differential equation. See Section 3.4.

• The speed of convergence stated in the theorems is roughly given for each part of length
an: it is shown that well-chosen deviations are exponentially rare, and that the deviation
between an entire trajectory and the limiting solution of the ODE has exponentially rare
deviations. Hence, without extra effort, this result may be extended to all trajectories
starting and ending on the two-dimensional grid n−w

Z
2 ∩ D for some w > 0. The final

globalisation consists in comparing the paths between any two points s and t of D , and
some well-chosen points of the grid n−w

Z
2 ∩ D . This is possible if w is large enough.

See Section 4.3.

3.2. The termination of navigations

The main aim of this section is to state and prove the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let X = SY and θ ≤ 2π/3, or X = ST and θ ≤ π/2, or X ∈ {CT, CY} and
θ ≤ π/3. Under Pnf , a.s. for all (s, t) ∈ D ′[a],

(i) the navigation from s to t succeeds (i.e. there exists a k such that X(s, t, k) = t);

(ii) the traveller comes closer to the target at each step (i.e. PathX(s, t) ⊂ B(t, |s − t |));
(iii) |PathX(s, t)| ≤ 2|s − t | × #S ∩ B(t, |s − t |);
(iv) if |s1 − s| ≤ |t − s|/2 then |t − s| − |t − s1| ≥ (2 − √

3)|s1 − s|.
Proof. Let κ be an integer such that t ∈ Sect[κ, s], and let tκ be the orthogonal projection

of t on the bisecting line of the sector κ . Let Area be Cam[κ, s](|s − t |), Tri[κ, s](|s − tκ |),−−→
Cam(s, t)(|s − t |), or

−→
Tri(s, t)(|s − t |) if X is CY, CT, SY, or ST, respectively. For the values

of θ considered, Area ⊂ B(t, |s− t |). In each case, s1 ∈ Area, and so |s1 − t | ≤ |s− t |, which
implies part (ii) of the proposition. The previous inequality is strict except in one particular
case for each navigation considered and for only the maximal values of θ considered, i.e. in the
case Area contains the two points t and s1 only, and s1 is on the first border of Area such that
|s1 − t | = |s − t |. Observe that in this case, arg(s1 − t) − arg(s − t) equals π/2 if X = ST
and π/3 for the other navigations (still for the maximal values of θ considered). Hence, the
navigation fails only if there exists (s, t) ∈ D2 such that S ∪ {s} contains four points or six
points forming an empty square or an empty hexagon, respectively, centred at t with no other
points of S inside this polygon. Under Pnf , a.s., S does not contain such a configuration. This
implies part (i) of the proposition.

Part (iii) follows directly from parts (i) and (ii): the length of each stage of PathX(s, t) is at
most 2|s − t | and PathX(s, t) is composed of at most #S ∩ B(t, |s − t |) stages.

Now let us prove part (iv). Let α := arg(t − s)− arg(s1 − s). For the navigation considered,
α ∈ [0, π/3]. By the cosine law we have

|t − s1|2 = |t − s|2 + |s1 − s|2 − 2|t − s||s1 − s| cos α. (3)

Let x ≥ 2 such that |t −s| = x|s1 −s|. By (3), |t − s1| = |s1 − s|√x2 + 1 − 2x cos α and then
|t − s| − |t − s1| = |s1 − s|(x − √

x2 + 1 − 2x cos α). For x ≥ 2, using the fact that α �→
cos α is decreasing on [0, π/3], x − (x2 + 1 − x)1/2 ≤ x− √

x2 + 1 − 2x cos α≤ x− (x − 1).
Therefore, (x − √

x2 + 1 − 2x cos α) ∈ [2 − √
3, 1], completing the proof of part (iv).
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3.3. A notion of directed navigation

In the straight navigation under Pnf , when the traveller is far from their target, the fluctuations
of arg(t −si) stay small for the first values of i (for large n). It is then intuitive that the trajectory
of the traveller would not be much changed if instead of using arg(t − si) the constant direction
given by arg(t − s0) had been used; similarly, in the cross navigation, when the traveller is far
from Cross(t), it is easily seen that along their first stages the bisecting lines of their decision
sectors are parallel to the bisecting line of the first decision sector, in other words, the traveller
follows the direction of the bisecting line of the sector around s0 containing t . In order to make
these phenomena clear, the directed navigation (DT navigation) and directed Yao navigation
(DY navigation) are defined below.

Again θ is a fixed parameter chosen in (0, 2π).

Definition 5. (DT navigation.) DT navigation is a map from C to S defined as follows. Let
s ∈ C. If

−−→
Sect(s, +∞) ∩ S is empty then DT(s) is defined to be s. Otherwise, consider the

smallest r such that (s + Tri(θ)(r)) ∩ S is not empty. Then DT(s) is defined to be the element
of this intersection, that is, the closest to the first border of

−−→
Sect(s, +∞).

Definition 6. (DY navigation.) DY navigation is defined similarly to DT navigation except
that (s + Cam(θ)(r)) ∩ S replaces (s + Tri(θ)(r)) ∩ S.

For any s ∈ C, the successive stopping places (DT(s, j), j ≥ 0) of the traveller satisfy
DT(s, 0) = s, DT(s, j) = DT(DT(s, j − 1)). Informally, DT navigation coincides with ST
navigation if the target is t = +∞. If the directed navigation is done on a homogeneous PPP
on C, the stages

�DT(s, j) := DT(s, j) − DT(s, j − 1), j ≥ 1,

are i.i.d. Under Pf , for a nonconstant f , the process (DT(s, j), j ≥ 0) is Markovian, but the
stages are not i.i.d. (see the asymptotic behaviour of the directed navigation in Figure 6(a)).

3.3.1. Directed navigation on a PPP with constant intensity. We now consider DT navigation
under Pc on all C. Here the subscript c on P is used to more clearly indicate the rescaling
arguments. Note further that �DT(s, j) does not depend on s; thus, we omit it from the
notation. We also remove the superscript DT. For any j ≥ 1, write

�c(j) = xc(j) + iyc(j) for xc(j), yc(j) ∈ R,

and set lc(j) = |�c(j)|, the length of this stage. The stages (�c(j), j ≥ 1) are i.i.d., as well as
the lengths (lc(j), j ≥ 1) and the pairs ((xc(j), yc(j)), j ≥ 1). By an obvious space rescaling
argument, we have the following equalities in distribution for any j ≥ 1:

�c(j)
d= 1√

c
�1(j), (xc(j), yc(j))

d= 1√
c

(x1(j), y1(j)), lc(j)
d= 1√

c
l1(j). (4)

In what follows, we write x1 instead of x1(1), y1 instead of y1(1), etc. For any r > 0,

P(x1 > r) = P1(#Tri[κ, 0](r) ∩ S = 0) = exp
(−r2 tan

( 1
2θ
))

, (5)

and so, by integration, we find that E(xDT
1 ) = 1

2

√
π/tan(θ/2). Note also that E(xDT

1 ) = CST
bis =

CCT
bis .Now, sincey1 =x1U , whereU is independent ofx1 and uniform on [−tan(θ/2), tan(θ/2)],

l1 = |�1| =
√

x1
2 + y1

2 = x1
(
1 + tan2( 1

2θ
)
V 2)1/2
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HL1(s)

HL0(s)

y1

x1

ξ1

∆1

ξ�1

s

p

CT (s)

Figure 7: Representations of ξ1 and ξ ′
1.

for V uniform in [0, 1], independent of x1. A trite computation leads to E(
√

1 + tan2(θ/2)V 2)=
QST

bis, as given in the beginning of Section 2, and then E(lDT
1 ) = E(xDT

1 )QST
bis = QST

bis CST
bis . We

consider another quantity that will play a special role during the analysis of cross navigation.
Consider the coordinates (ξ1, ξ

′
1) of a stage �1 in the coordinate system (0, e−iθ/2, e−iθ/2+iπ/2):

�1 = ξ1e−iθ/2 + ξ ′
1e−iθ/2+iπ/2.

As seen in Figure 7, ξ1 is the length of the projection of �1 on HL0(s). The middle of the
projections of (x1, y1) and (x1, −y1) coincides with the projection of (x1, 0), and, by symmetry
of the law of y1,

E(ξDT
1 ) = E(xDT

1 ) cos
( 1

2θ
) = CCT

bor.

Now consider the distance covered and the position of the traveller after k stops:

XDT
1 (k) =

k∑
j=1

xDT
1 (j), Y DT

1 (k) =
k∑

j=1

yDT
1 (j),

LDT
1 (k) =

k∑
j=1

lDT
1 (j), �DT

1 (k) =
k∑

j=1

ξDT
1 (j).

By the law of large numbers, the following 4-tuple converges a.s.:(
XDT

1 (k)

k
,
Y DT

1 (k)

k
,
LDT

1 (k)

k
,
�DT

1 (k)

k

)
a.s.−−→
k

(CCT
bis , 0, E(lDT

1 ), CCT
bor).

Then we also have

LDT
1 (k)

XDT
1 (k)

a.s.−−→
k

E(lDT
1 )

E(xDT
1 )

= QST
bis and

�DT
1 (k)

XDT
1 (k)

a.s.−−→
k

E(lDT
1 )

E(ξDT
1 )

= QCT
bor.

These numbers are the crucial coefficients appearing in Theorems 1 and 3.

3.3.2. Control of the fluctuations of XDT
1 (k), Y DT

1 (k), and LDT
1 (k). First, it is easily checked that

the random variables l1, x1, y1, and ξ1 have exponential moments. Indeed, by (5), E(et |x1|) <

+∞ for any t > 0, and the other variables are controlled as follows: there exist some constants
β, β ′, and β ′′ (that depend only on θ ) such that

0 ≤ |y1| ≤ βx1, 0 ≤ l1 ≤ β ′x1, 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ β ′′x1.
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Therefore, the variables |x1 − E(x1)|, |y1 − E(y1)| and |l1 − E(l1)|, |ξ1 − E(ξ1)| also have
exponential moments, which permits the control of the fluctuations of X1(k), Y1(k), L1(k),
and �1(k) around their means by Theorem 15 of [17, p. 52] and Lemma 5 of [17, p. 54] that
we adapt slightly; if Zk = z1 + · · · + zk , and the zi are centred and have exponential moments
(E(et |z1|) < +∞ for some t > 0), then there exist constants α > 0 and c > 0 such that

P(|Zm| ≥ x
√

m) ≤ 2 exp(−c x2) if x ≤ α
√

m,

P(|Zm| ≥ x
√

m) ≤ 2 exp(−c x
√

m) if x ≥ α
√

m,
(6)

where the constants c and α depend only on the distribution of z1, but not on m (the same constant
c can be chosen for both bounds; we do this). A consequence is the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let (xn) be a sequence of real numbers such that xn → +∞ and xn = O(
√

n).
There exists a constant γ > 0 such that, for any large enough m,

P

(
sup

k∈[[1,m]]

∣∣∣∣XDT
1 (k) − k E(xDT

1 )√
m

∣∣∣∣ ≥ xm

)
≤ 2m exp(−γ xm).

The same results hold for Y DT
1 (k) − k E(yDT

1 ), LDT
1 (k) − k E(lDT

1 ), and �DT
1 (k) − k E(ξDT

1 ),
with same γ chosen for all cases.

Proof. The proofs for X1(k), Y1(k), L1(k), and �1(k) are identical. For X1(k), write

P

(
sup

k∈[[1,m]]

∣∣∣∣X1(k) − k E(x1)√
m

∣∣∣∣ ≥ xm

)
≤

m∑
k=1

P

(∣∣∣∣X1(k) − k E(x1)√
k

∣∣∣∣ ≥ m1/2

√
k

xm

)
,

then use the first or second bound of (6) according to whether m1/2xm/
√

k ≤ α
√

k or not.

Now, let (xn) be a sequence of real numbers such that xn → +∞ and xn = O(
√

n). There
exists γ > 0 such that, for any large enough m,

P

(
sup

k∈[[1,m]]

∣∣∣∣XDT
1 (k) + iY DT

1 (k) − k E(xDT
1 )√

m

∣∣∣∣ ≥ xm

)
≤ 4m exp(−γ xm). (7)

To see this, use Proposition 2 and the fact that, for u and v in R, if |u+ iv| ≥ a then |u| ≥ a/
√

2
or |v| ≥ a/

√
2.

In the case when the intensity of the PPP is constant and equal to c > 0, for any k ≥ 1,

Xc(k)
d= 1√

c
X1(k), Yc(k)

d= 1√
c

Y1(k),

Lc(k)
d= 1√

c
L1(k), �c(k)

d= 1√
c

�1(k).

(8)

This allows us to transfer results obtained under P1 to Pc, since, for any Borelian A in R
k ,

P((X1(1), . . . , X1(k)) ∈ A) = P((Xc(1), . . . , Xc(k)) ∈ √
cA). (9)
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3.3.3. Computations for directedpθ -Yao navigation. We use the same notation as in the previous
part; this time, for r > 0,

P(lDY
1 > r) = P1(#Cam[k, 0](r) ∩ S = 0) = exp

(− 1
2 r2θ
)
,

and xDY
1 = cos(α)lDY

1 and yDY
1 = sin(α)lDY

1 for a variable α uniform on [−θ/2, θ/2], indepen-
dent of lDY

1 . Again, lDY
1 , xDY

1 , and yDY
1 have exponential moments, and we obtain E(yDY

1 ) = 0
and

E(lDY
1 ) =

√
π

2θ
, E(xDY

1 ) = E(lDY
1 )

sin(θ/2)

θ/2
= CSY

bis = CCY
bis .

Moreover, since ξDY
1 = lDY

1 cos(θ/2 + V ), whereV is uniform on [−θ/2, θ/2] and independent
of lDY

1 ,

E(ξDY
1 ) = E(lDY

1 )

∫ θ/2
−θ/2 cos(α + θ/2) dα

θ
= E(lDY

1 )
sin(θ)

θ
= CCY

bor ,

and, again, note that QCY
bor = E(lDY

1 )/ E(ξDY
1 ) and QCY

bis = E(lDY
1 )/ E(xDY

1 ). This leads to the
following result.

Proposition 3. In the DY case we have(
LDY

1 (k)

k
,
XDY

1 (k)

k
,
Y DY

1 (k)

k
,
�DY

1 (k)

k

)
a.s.−−→
k

(E(lDY
1 ), CCY

bis , 0, CCY
bor ).

Then
LDY

1 (k)

XDY
1 (k)

a.s.−−→
k

QCY
bis and

LDY
1 (k)

�DY
1 (k)

a.s.−−→
k

QCY
bor .

3.3.4. Computations for the random north model. Here we consider the case where the n(s) are
i.i.d. uniform on [0, 2π ]. Let �RNT be the traveller stage (when going from s to t), let xRNT be
the orthogonal projection of �RNT on the line (s, t), and let yRNT be the orthogonal projection
on the orthogonal of (s, t). A simple computation gives E(yRNT

1 ) = E(yRNY
1 ) = 0,

E(xRNT
1 ) = E(xDT

1 )

∫ θ/2

0

cos(ν)

θ/2
dν = E(xDT

1 )
sin(θ/2)

θ/2
,

E(xRNY
1 ) = E(lDY

1 )

∫ θ

0

∫ θ

0

cos(ν − γ )

θ2 dν dγ = E(lDY
1 )

2 − 2 cos(θ)

θ2 .

The limiting quotients QRNT and QRNY are

QRNT = E(lDT
1 )

E(xRNT
1 )

and QRNY = E(lDY
1 )

E(xRNY
1 )

.

3.4. From local to global or why differential equations come into play

In Proposition 2 and in (7) a control of the difference between XDT
c (k) and Y DT

c (k) and their
mean k E(xDT

1 )/
√

c and 0 are given. If the intensity is nf , the ‘local intensity’ around s is
nf (s). Roughly, the first stages of the traveller starting from s are close in distribution under
Pnf and under Pnf (s). Hence, at first order, XDT

nf (k) should be close to k E(xDT
1 )/

√
nf (s): the

speed of the traveller depends on position, and, therefore, a differential equation appears.
To approximate PosDT by the solution of a differential equation, we split the traveller’s

trajectory into windows corresponding to some sequence of consecutive stages; to be relevant,
the windows have to be small enough to keep the approximation of the local intensity nf
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at nf (s) and large enough to let the approximation XDT
nf be k E(xDT

1 )/
√

nf (s), that is, large
enough to let large number-type compensations occur.

In this section we present the tools necessary to approximate the traveller’s position by
differential equations.

We start with some deterministic considerations. Let D be an open subset of R
d , and let

G : D → R
d be a Lipschitz function. Denote by Eq(G, z) the following ordinary differential

equation

Eq(G, z) :=
{

y(0) = z ∈ D

y′(x) = G(y(x))
for x ≥ 0. (10)

This class of equation contains the family of ODEs defined in (2). By the Cauchy–Lipschitz
theorem, Eq(G, z) admits a unique solution ysol(G,z), or more simply ysol when no confusion on
G and z is possible. This solution is defined on a maximal interval [0, λ(G, z)), where λ(G, z)

is the hitting time of the border of D by ysol.
Before giving a convergence criterion for random trajectories, we present a deterministic

criterion very close to the so-called explicit Euler scheme convergence theorem.

Lemma 1. Let G : D → R
d be a Lipschitz function, z ∈ D be fixed, and λ ∈ [0, λ(G, z)) be

given.
Let (an) and (cn) be two sequences of positive real numbers going to 0, and let (yn) be a

sequence of continuous functions from [0, λ+an] to D satisfying the following conditions.

(a) yn(0) = z for all n ≥ 1.

(b) For all n ≥ 1, yn is linear between the points (jan, j ∈ [[0, �λ/an�]]), and the slope of
yn on these windows of size an is well approximated by G ◦ yn in the following sense:

sup
j=0,...,�λ/an�

∣∣∣∣yn((j + 1)an) − yn(jan)

an

− G(yn(jan))

∣∣∣∣ ≤ cn.

Here we denote with an absolute value a norm in R
d . Under this hypothesis, there exists

Cλ > 0 such that, for large enough n,

sup
x∈[0,λ]

|yn(x) − ysol(G,z)(x)| ≤ Cλ max{an, cn}.

Moreover, the constants Cλ can be chosen in such a way that the function λ �→ Cλ

is bounded on all compact subsets of [0, λ(G, z)) and does not depend on the initial
condition z ∈ D.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Note that we need yn to be defined on a slightly larger interval than [0, λ] because of border
effects.

We now extend this lemma to the convergence of a sequence of stochastic processes (Zn).

Corollary 1. Let G : D → R
n be a Lipschitz function, z ∈ D be fixed, and λ ∈ [0, λ(G, z))

be given.
Let (an), (bn), (cn), (c′

n), and (dn) be five sequences of positive real numbers going to 0;
let (Zn) be a sequence of continuous stochastic processes from [0, λ + an] to D satisfying the
following conditions.

(a) Zn(0) = z a.s.
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(b) The slope of Zn on windows of size an is well approximated by G ◦ Zn, with a large
probability:

sup
j∈[[0,λ/an]]

P

(∣∣∣∣Zn((j + 1)an) − Zn(jan)

an

− G(Zn(jan))

∣∣∣∣ ≥ cn

)
≤ andn. (11)

(c) Inside the windows, the fluctuations of Zn are small:

sup
j∈[[0,λ/an]]

P
(

sup
x∈[jan,(j+1)an]

|Zn(x) − Zn(jan) − (x − jan)G(Zn(jan))| ≥ c′
n

)
≤ anbn.

(12)

If these three conditions are satisfied then

P
(

sup
x∈[0,λ]

|ysol(G,z)(x) − Zn(x)| ≤ Cλ max{an, cn, c
′
n}
)

≥ 1 − (λ + 1)(dn + bn)

for a function λ �→ Cλ independent of z, bounded on every compact subset of [0, λ(G, z)).

Proof. See Appendix A.

Note that Corollary 1(c) contains (b) if c′
n ≤ cnan, which will be the case in the applications

we have, but the present presentation allows us to better understand the underlying phenomenon.

3.5. On the largest stage and the maximum number of points in a ball

The quantity

Navmax[θ ](S) := sup
s∈D[a], η∈[0,2π ]

inf{h : #(S ∩ (s + eiη Cam(θ)(h))) ≥ 1}

is a bound on the largest stages length for all starting points (s ∈ D[a]) and targets (t ∈ D)
and all navigations considered in this paper.

Lemma 2. For any θ ∈ (0, 2π ] and any C > 0, if n is large enough,

Pnf (Navmax[θ ] ≥ nC−1/2) ≤ exp(−nC/2).

Proof. Consider a tiling of the plane with squares of sizen−1/2+C/2. For large enoughn, each
element of the family (s +eiη Cam(θ)(n−1/2+C), s ∈ C, η ∈ [0, 2π ]) contains in its interior at
least a square of the tiling. It suffices then to show that any square (�) of the tiling intersecting
D[a] intersects S also. But, Pnf (#S ∩ � = 0) = exp(−∫� nf (z) dz) ≤ exp(−mf nC) since
nf ≥ nmf , and the area of � is n−1+C . Since O(n1−C) squares intersect the bounded domain
D[a], by the union bound, the probability that there exists a square containing no elements of
S is O(n1−C exp(−mf nC)).

Now we turn our attention to

Maxball[r](S) := max{#(S ∩ B(x, r)) | x ∈ D[a]},
the maximum number of elements of S in a ball with radius r and centre in D[a].
Lemma 3. For any B > 0 and ε > 0, if n is large enough,

Pnf (Maxball[n−1/2+B ] ≥ n2B+ε) ≤ exp(−n2B+ε).
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Note that, for s ∈ D , the mean number of elements in B(s, n−1/2+B) ∩ S(nf ) is O(n2B).

Proof of Lemma 3. Consider a tiling of the plane with squares of size an = nB−1/2; denote
by Squa the subset of squares whose distance to D[a] is smaller than an. Any disk B(x, an)

with x ∈ D[a] intersects a bounded number d of such squares, with d independent of B.
Hence, for any positive sequence (bn),

{Maxball[an](S(nf )) ≥ bn} ⊂
{

sup
�∈Squa

#(S(nf ) ∩ �) ≥ bn

d

}
.

First #(S(nf ) ∩ �) is Poisson(
∫
� nf (u) du) distributed, and

∫
� nf (u) du ≤ λ′ := ∫� n ×

Mf du = na2
nMf . Secondly, for X ∼ Poisson(λ) and λ′ > λ, P(X ≥ r) = supt>0 P(etX ≥

etr ) ≤ supt>0 e−tr+λ′(et−1). By a simple (classical) optimisation on t , we obtain

Pnf

(
#(S ∩ �) >

bn

d

)
≤ exp

(
−bn

d
ln

(
bn

dna2
nMf

)
+ bn

d
− na2

nMf

)
. (13)

To end, take an = n−1/2+B and bn = n2B+ε, and apply the union bound to the O(1/a2
n) squares

of Squa .

For C > 0, B > 0, and ε > 0, consider the following events:

�(n, C) := {Navmax[θ ] ≤ nC−1/2}, �n,ε := {Maxball[nB−1/2] ≤ n(2+ε)B} ∩ �(n, C).

3.6. About the constants in this paper

The aim of this section is to discuss the role of the constants in this paper, and maybe to help
the reader follow the computations more easily.

• We will use nC−1/2 as a bound on Navmax; this bound is valid with probability 1 −
exp(−nC/2) for large n.

• The behaviour of the traveller close to its target is treated in Section 3.2. ‘Far from its
target’ (or to some particular point in the trajectory) means |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2. When the
traveller enters the final ball B(t, nB−1/2), at most Maxball[nB−1/2] additional stages
will be necessary to reach t , that is, at most n3B stages with probability 1 − exp(−n3B).

• In Corollary 1, when the approximation by the solution of a differential equation is
needed, a window with size an arises. We will take

an = nw−1/2.

Taking into account the space normalisation, this corresponds to considering nw stages
of the traveller.

Some assumptions are made on the relative values of w, C, and B (for example, 2w +3C <
1
2 ) in the statements of this paper. In any case, there is a choice of (w, C, B) which fulfills all
the requirements of the intermediate results, that is,

0 < w < 1
4 , 2w + 3C < 1

2 , C + w < B, 0 < B < 1
4 , C ∈ (0, 1

2

)
,

as can be easily checked. Another quantity appearing later is w′ ∈ (0, 1
2 ) related to the bound

nα , where α < 1
8 , which appears in most of the important theorems. This α appears to be

max{w(w′ − 1
2 ), w(w′ + 1

2 ) − 1
2 , w − 1

2 }. To reach an α close to ( 1
8 )−, take w = ( 1

4 )−, C =
0+, B = ( 1

4 )−, and w′ = 0+.
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3.7. Navigations in homogeneous and nonhomogeneous PPPs

Here we define the notions of simple stages and nonintersecting decision domains.

Definition 7. Let (d1, . . . , dk) be the k first stages of a traveller going from s to t . We say
that these stages are X(s, t)-simple if the corresponding decision domains do not intersect; this
amounts to saying that if the traveller uses as a set of possible stops {s +∑i

j=1 di, i ≤ k} then
the decision sectors are nonintersecting when going from s to t (see Figure 8). A Borelian
subset � of C

k is said to be X(s, t)-simple if, for any sequence (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ �, the stages
(d1, . . . , dk) are X(s, t)-simple.

Proposition 4 below is really important. It provides, around a point s, a bound for the
deviations of the traveller stages under the nonhomogeneous Pnf using the much simpler
measure Pnf (s). We were unable to find a sufficient coupling argument and so instead we
use an argument based on the comparison of distributions.

Let us set the following vectorial notation: �DT[s, j ] := (�DT(s, 1), . . . , �DT(s, j)); in
the sequel, �X[s, t, j ] and similar notation will be used for the navigation processes X if we
need to specify the target.

Proposition 4. Let X ∈ {CY, CT} and θ ≤ π/3, or X = SY and θ < π/2, or X = ST and
θ ≤ π/2, or X = DT and θ ≤ π , or X = DY and θ ≤ π/2. Assume that (γn) is a sequence of
integers such that γn ∼ nw for some w ∈ (0, 1

4 ). Let C ∈ (0, 1
2 ) such that 2w + 3C < 1

2 , and
let (s, t) ∈ D ′[a]. For any � Borelian subset of C

γn X(s, t)-simple and large enough n,

Pnf (�X[s, t, γn] ∈ �) ≤ exp(−nC/2) + 2 Pnf (s)(�
X[s, t, γn] ∈ �), (14)

where the argument t is omitted if X ∈ {DT, DY}, since the target does not exist in these cases.

Proposition 4 establishes a very local property since after nw steps the traveller is, with large
probability, at a distance nw+C−1/2 � 1 from its starting point, and still in D for large n.

It follows from Proposition 4 that an event with small probability under Pnf (s), for example
the events considered in Proposition 2, is also small under Pnf .

Remark 3. The simplicity of the stages is unlikely to arise when s is close to t since the decision
domains lose the property of ‘a constant’ direction. For this reason, Proposition 4 will be used
only when s is far from t . Note also that the factor 2 on the right-hand side of (14) is taken for
convenience, any number greater than 1 would suffice.

t

s

d1 d2

Figure 8: An example of the configuration of points in the straightYao navigation leading to an intersection
of the decision domains. For DT navigation, the decision sectors are simple for θ ≤ π , and, for DY
navigation, the condition is θ ≤ π/2. For ST and SY navigation, for any θ , the decision sectors can

intersect.
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Proof of Proposition 4. By Lemma 2, for large n, Pnf (��(n, C)) ≤ exp(−nC/2). Write

Pnf (�X[s, t, γn] ∈ �) ≤ Pnf (��(n, C)) + Pnf (�X[s, t, γn] ∈ �, �(n, C)).

We then just have to bound the second term on the right-hand side. For this, we will show that

Pnf (�X[s, t, γn] ∈ �, �(n, C)) ≤ 2 Pnf (s)(�
X[s, t, γn] ∈ �, �(n, C))

≤ 2 Pnf (s)(�
X[s, t, γn] ∈ �),

proving only the first inequality. Furthermore, we will show that it is easy to see, under Pnf

and under Pnf (s), that the distribution of �X[s, γn] has a density with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on C

γn , denoted by D1 and D2, respectively. (More exactly, the representation of the
probability measure of �X[s, γn] using densities holds when small stages are considered, small
enough such that all decision sectors considered are included in D and the target is not reached
after the first γn steps.) We will then compare these densities and bound their ratio on a set of
interest.

Since the distribution of the stages depends on decision sectors that have a shape depending
on X, it is useful here to introduce some notation. Denote by dX(s, t) the decision domain (a
Camembert section or a triangular domain) corresponding to �(s, t)X, and by ∂dX(s, t) the
corresponding principal boundaries, namely, depending on X, the side of the triangle which is
not on the decision sector or the arc of a circle in the Camembert section. We write with an
absolute value the Lebesgue measures of these sets. Finally, let SegX(s, t) be the length of the
segment of the plane starting from s, supported by the bisecting line of the decision sector, and
whose second end is on ∂dX(s, t).

Under Pnf or Pnf (s), conditionally on ∂dX(s, t), the density of the law of �X(s, t) is
respectively proportional to nf (s + ·) or uniform on ∂dX(s, t). To characterise the law of
�X(s, t), it remains to express the distribution of |SegX(s, t)|:

Pnf (|SegX(s, t)| > x) = exp

(
−
∫

dX(s,t,x)

nf (u) du

)
.

Here dX(s, t, x) is the decision domain such that |SegX(s, t)| = x. The density of |SegX(s, t)|
is then (∫

∂dX(s,t,x)

nf (u) du

)
exp

(
−
∫

dX(s,t,x)

nf (u) du

)
.

The density of the same variable under Pnf (s) is obtained by replacing f (u) by the constant
value f (s) in this formula. Finally, under Pnf , the density of �X(s, t) is

gnf ,s,t (δ) = f (s + δ) exp

(
−
∫

dX(s,t,x(δ))

nf (u) du

)
(15)

for any δ in the decision sector of the traveller going from s to t using X, where x(δ) is the
length of |SegX(s, t)| corresponding to stage δ (again, this holds for ‘small stages’); under
Pnf (s),

gnf (s),s,t (δ) = f (s) exp

(
−
∫

dX(s,t,x(δ))

nf (s) du

)
, (16)

where the value of this integral is nf (s)|dX(s, t, x)| = nf (s)|dX(·, ·, x)|. Now, let us treat
several stages v := (δ1, . . . , δγn) ∈ �. We will use two ingredients. First, the simplicity of �,
which guarantees the nonintersection of the decision domains; for this, we use (15) and (16),
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successively. Second, under the nonintersecting condition, by successively conditioning on the
first stages of the traveller, it appears that D1 and D2 have the multiplicative forms

D1(v) =
γn∏
i=1

gnf (s),si−1,t (δi), D2(v) =
γn∏
i=1

gnf ,si−1,t (δi),

where s0 = s and sj = s0 + δ1 + · · · + δj . The sequence (dX(si, t, x(δi)), i = 1, . . . , γn) is
the same in both formulae, and so D1 and D2 are very similar. Let us see why D2(v) ≤ 2D1(v)

holds for any element v in �(n, C) ∩ �, which will be enough to complete the proof.
For this, consider the first factor

∏γn

i=1 f (si−1 + δi) appearing in D2. If v ∈ �(n, C), for
m ≤ γn, since f is Lipschitzian,

γn∏
i=1

f (si−1 + δi) ≤
γn∏
i=1

f (s) + αf γnn
C−1/2 ≤ f (s)γn(1 + c1γnn

C−1/2)γn

for constants c1 > 0 and αf , since f is bounded. Let us bound the second factor appearing
in D2:

exp

(
−n

∫
dX(sm−1,t,δm)

f (u) du

)
= exp

(
−n

∫
dX(sm−1,t,δm)

f (u) − f (s) du

)
× exp

(
−n

∫
dX(sm−1,t,δm)

f (s) du

)
. (17)

The second term in this product is simply exp(−nf (s)|dX(sm−1, t, δm)|); let us bound the
first term. Using the facts that the area of dX(sm−1, t, δm) is bounded by c2n

2C−1 (since
δm ≤ nC−1/2) and f (u) − f (s) is greater than −αf mnC−1/2 (Lipschitz, and since we are in
�(n, C), |t − s| ≤ mnC−1/2), the left-hand side of (17) is bounded by

exp

(
−n

∫
dX(sm−1,t,δm)

f (u) − f (s) du

)
≤ exp(c2nmnC−1/2n2C−1) = exp(c2mn3C−1/2)

for some constant c2 > 0. Finally, putting together the γn terms involved we obtain

D2(v) ≤ D1(v)(1 + c1γnn
C−1/2)γn

γn∏
m=1

exp(c2mn3C−1/2).

Recall that γn ∼ nw → +∞. The second term, (1 + c1γnn
C−1/2)γn , goes to 1 if C < 1

2 . The
third term goes to 1 if

∑γn

m=1 c2mn3C−1/2 goes to 0, that is, if 2w + 3C − 1
2 < 0. Finally,

taking C ∈ (0, 1
2 ) and w > 0 satisfying 2w + 3C − 1

2 < 0, we see that (1 + c1γnn
C−1/2)γn ×∏γn

m=1 exp(c2mn3C−1/2) → 1, and, thus, is less than 2 for large enough n.

3.8. Limiting behaviour for a traveller using DT or DY navigation

In this section we deal with DT navigation, but DY navigation can be studied similarly. The
aim is to show that, when n → +∞, after rescaling, the function PosDT

s under Pnf converges

in distribution to Sol
CCT

bis ,0
s , the solution of ODE(CCT

bis , 0, s) as defined in (2).

Theorem 5. Let X = DT and θ ≤ π , or X = DY and θ ≤ π/2. For any s ∈ D[a],
any α ∈ (0, 1

8 ), and λ ∈ [0, λ(FCX
bis,0

, s)), there exists a constant d > 0 such that, for large
enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

x∈[0,λ]
|PosDT

s (x
√

n) − Sol
CCT

bis ,0
s (x)| ≤ n−α

)
≥ 1 − exp(−nd).
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Note that ODE(CCT
bis , 0, s) coincides with Eq(FCCT

bis ,0, s), as introduced in (10) (see also the

considerations about λ(G, z), the hitting time of �D by the solution of Eq(G, z)). Hence,
Theorem 5 is a consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let λ ∈ [0, λ(FCCT
bis ,0, s)), γn = �nw�, and an = γn/

√
n ∼ nw−1/2 be the size of

the ‘windows’. Let C, w, and w′ be some positive constants such that 2w + 3C − 1
2 < 0 and

w′ < 1
2 . Then, for any s ∈ D[a], the sequence (x �→ PosDT

s (x
√

n)) satisfies the hypothesis
of Corollary 1 for G = FCCT

bis ,0, cn = nw(w′−1/2)/
√

mf , bn = exp(−nmin(ww′/2,C/3)), c′
n =

nw(w′+1/2)−1/2/
√

mf , and dn = bn. Thus,

Pnf

(
sup

x∈[0,λ]
|Sol

CCT
bis ,0

s (x) − PosDT
s (x

√
n)| ≤ Cλ max{an, c

′
n, cn}
)

≥ 1 − 2(λ + 1)bn

for λ → Cλ bounded on compact sets.

Here, the minimum value for max{an, cn, c
′
n} is n−1/8+, as explained in Section 3.6 (w =

( 1
4 )−, C = 0+, and w′ = 0+).

In the homogeneous PPP Pnc (for some c > 0), the correct order for the variance of
PosDT

s (x
√

n) is 1/
√

n, since it is a sum of
√

nλ random variables with variance of order
1/n by (4). Then standard deviations have order n1/4. Here the constant 1

8 arising in the
results is not so good, but gives the exponential bounds needed here, which are also valid for
nonhomogeneous PPPs.

Proof of Lemma 4. For short, we write Z
(n)
s (x) instead of PosDT

s (x
√

n). We will use Propo-
sition 2, and (7) and (9), and we will establish some bounds valid for the first γn stages of a
traveller starting from a generic point s0 ∈ C (that is, Z(n)

s (0) = s0). Recall that CCT
bis = E(xDT

1 ),
and consider the following Borelian subset of C

γn :

�(1)
n :=

{
(λ1, . . . , λγn) ∈ C

γn, sup
l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

(
λj − CCT

bis√
nf (s0)

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

}
(18)

for (yn), a sequence that will be fixed later; note that CCT
bis /

√
f (s0) = FCCT

bis ,0(s0) = FCCT
bis ,0

(Z
(n)
s (0)). In terms of events,

{�DT[s0, γn] ∈ �(1)
n } =

{
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

(
�DT(s0, j) − CCT

bis√
nf (s0)

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

}
.

Using Z
(n)
s0 (j/

√
n) = s0 +∑j

l=1 �DT(s0, l),

{�DT[s0, γn] ∈ �(1)
n } =

{
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣Z(n)
s0

(
l√
n

)
− s0 − l

CCT
bis√

nf (s0)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

}
.

Therefore, the event �
(1)
n contains (for l = γn){∣∣∣∣Z(n)

s0 (an) − s0

an

− FCCT
bis ,0(Z

(n)
s0

(0))

∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

an

}
and {

sup
x∈[0,an]

|Z(n)
s0

(x) − Z(n)
s0

(0) − (x − 0)FCCT
bis ,0(Z

(n)
s0

(0))| ≤ yn

}
.
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We now take yn = xγn

√
γn/

√
nmf for xn ∼ nw′

. Since xn = O(
√

n), it fulfills the requirement
of Proposition 2. Moreover, since 2w + 3C − 1

2 < 0, the comparison provided by Proposition 4
is valid and, thus, we work for now under Pnf (s0). We obtain, rescaling (8),

Pnf (s0)(�
DT[s0, γn] ∈ ��(1)

n )

= Pnf (s0)

(
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

(
�DT(s0, j) − CCT

bis√
nf (s0)

)∣∣∣∣ ≥ xγn

√
γn√

nmf

)

≤ P1

(
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

�DT(s0, j) − CCT
bis√

γn

∣∣∣∣ ≥ xγn

)
≤ 2γn exp(−γ ′xγn)

≤ exp(−γ ′′nww′
)

for constants γ ′ > 0 and γ ′′ > 0, and large enough n (where we have used the fact that√
f (s0)/

√
mf ≥ 1). Take cn = xγn/

√
γnmf ∼ nww′−w/2/

√
mf (this goes to 0) and c′

n =
xγn

√
γn/

√
nmf ∼ nww′+w/2−1/2/

√
mf (this goes to 0). Then we have established that (11)

and (12) in Corollary 1 hold under Pnf , with the supremums deleted for j = 1, G = FCCT
bis ,0,

Zn = Z(n), and bn = dn ≥ (2 exp(−γ ′′nww′
) + exp(−nC/2))/an. For example, we can take

bn = dn = exp(−nmin(ww′/2,C/3)).
Since these bounds are valid for any starting point s0 and any j , (11) and (12) in Corollary 1

hold when the supremums are re-established, by Markovianity of the sequence (Zn(j/
√

n),

j ≥ 0). The assumptions of Corollary 1 are therefore satisfied. The conclusions of Corollary 1
entail those of the present lemma.

3.9. Local representation of navigations using directed navigations

The aim of this section is to represent locally around a point s the first stages of naviga-
tion (cross or straight) under the homogeneous PPP Pnf (s) using the first stages of directed
navigation.

3.9.1. Local representation of straight navigation using directed navigation. Here we compare
the stages of ST and DT navigation. The same results also hold for SY navigation.

Lemma 5. Let S ∈ �(n, C), and let (s, t) ∈ D ′[a] be such that |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2. The
ST-decision domains of the first γn ∼ nw stages are ST(s, t)-simple, if C + w < B for large
enough n.

Proof. If |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2, since S ∈ �(n, C), we have |t − si | ≥ nB−1/2 − γnn
C−1/2 ≥

nB−1/2/2 and |s − si | ≤ γnn
C−1/2 for i ≤ γn (for large enough n). Therefore, for i ≤ γn,

|arg(t − si) − arg(t − s)| is bounded above by O(nC+w−B). The angle between the bisecting
lines of the decision domains go to 0 uniformly; then the decision domains are nonintersecting.

Lemma 6. Let (s, t) ∈ D ′[a] be such that |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2 and γn ∼ nw. Assume that C +
w < B. For any ε > 0 and any x > 0, under Pnx , we have the vectors �ST[s, t, γn] 1[0,nC−1/2] ×
(max |�ST[s, t, γn]|) and

(ei arg(t−sj−1)�DT(s, j), j = 1, . . . , γn) 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�DT[s, γn]|),
where sj =∑j−1

i=0 �DT(s, i) + s, have the same distribution when n is large enough.
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Note that, under Pnx , the stages �DT[s, γn] are i.i.d. whereas the stages �ST[s, γn] are not.

Proof of Lemma 6. This is a simple consequence of the fact that, under the hypothesis, the
decision domains under ST or DT are simple; then the distribution of the stages in both cases
are given by the same computations (based on the areas of triangles).

3.9.2. Local representation of cross navigation using directed navigation. Here we treat CT
navigation, but CY navigation can be treated similarly. For any two points (s, t) ∈ D , let
Ks,t := �arg(t − s)/θ + 1

2� be an integer κ such that t ∈ Sect[κ, s].
Lemma 7. Let θ ≤ π/3, let S ∈ �(n, C), and let (s, t) ∈ D ′[a] be such that |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2.
The CT-decision domains for the first γn ∼ nw stages are CT(s, t)-simple, if C + w < B for
large n.

Proof. Two cases have to be considered.
Case 1. When t is far from Cross(s), Ksi,t stays constant for small values of i. Hence, the

bisecting line of the decision domains of the traveller are parallel, and so the domains do not
intersect.

Case 2. When t is close to Cross(s) but |s − t | ≥ nB−1/2, during the first nw stages, t

remains close to Cross(si), but |t − si | ≥ |t − s|−nw+C−1/2 ≥ n−1/2(nB −nC+w). Therefore,
Ksi,t can take two values, Ks,t and Ks,t ± 1, mod pθ , depending on the position of t with
respect to Cross(s). Therefore, the bisecting lines of the decision domains have two possible
directions. The angle between these possible directions being θ ≤ π/3; the decision domains
are nonintersecting.

We now give a representation of the increments of the cross navigation, which is immediate
since, as for Lemma 6, it simply relies on the fact that some triangles have the same area (and
in Lemma 7).

Lemma 8. Let (s, t) ∈ D ′[a] be such that |t − s| ≥ nB−1/2. Let γn ∼ nw and C + w < B.
For any x > 0, under Pnx , we have the variables

(eiθκj �DT(s, j), j = 1, . . . , γn) 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�DT[s, γn]|)
and �CT[s, t, γn] 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�CT[s, t, γn]|), where the κj = K

s+∑j−1
l=1 �DT(s,l),t

have the
same law.

Let us examine the consequences of Lemma 8. As in the proof of Lemma 7, two cases occur.
Case 1: when t is far from Cross(s). Assume that we are in �(n, C). Assume further that

d(t, Cross(s)) ≥ nw+C−1/2, i.e. the distance between the point t and the set Cross(s) is greater
than nw+C−1/2. In this case, Ksi,t is equal to Ks,t for i ≤ nw. Therefore, the property of
Lemma 8 can be rewritten as

�CT[s, t, γn] 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�CT[s, t, γn]|)
= eiθKs,t �DT[s, γn] 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�DT[s, γn]|); (19)

thus, under these conditions, CT navigation coincides with DT navigation with direction θKs,t .
Case 2: when t is close to Cross(s). Assume now that d(t, Cross(s)) ≤ nw+C−1/2, but

|t − s| ≥ nB−1/2. There exists a unique k such that d(t, HLk(s)) ≤ nw+C−1/2 for large enough
n (since B > w + C). Consider the line D parallel to HLk(s) passing via t (D is included in
Cross(t) if pθ is even). We then have d(D, s) ≤ nw+C−1/2.
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t

s

ξ (1)

ξ (2)

D

Figure 9: Progression of the traveller near the line D. Note that the decision sectors always have a side
parallel to D.

The following statements hold.

(i) For any i ≤ nw, d(D, si) ≤ nw+C−1/2. In words, if the traveller is close to D at some
time, they stay close to it afterward. The reason is simple and follows from statement (ii)
below: the decision domains of the traveller have a border parallel to D (see Figure 9).

(ii) The decision domains of the traveller for these nw steps have a border parallel to D,
and the other border of course presents an angle θ with D. Therefore, the orthogonal
projections of the stages on D have the same distribution (see Figure 9).

4. Proofs of the theorems

The proofs of our theorems are decomposed into several parts.
(a) First, we prove that, for any fixed (s, t) and any navigation X, the function PosX

s,t admits
a limit (specified in the different theorems of the paper). The different costs associated with the
path (for instance, its length, which appears as a cost that cannot be handled without knowing
the position of the traveller) are treated afterward.

(b) The ‘one-trajectory’ result is then extended to all trajectories in several steps. First,
the results from (a) give, with some probability, bounds that allow us to handle a polynomial
number of trajectories at once (for starting and ending points in a grid). Then the paths between
other points are treated by comparison with these trajectories (see Section 4.3).

4.1. One-trajectory result

4.1.1. Straight navigation. For any function g and any set L, the hitting time of L by g is
τ [g](L) := inf{x, g(x) ∈ L}. For example,

τ [Pos
∞,CX

bis
s,t ]({t}) = Time

CX
bis

s,t .

We introduce a uniform big O notation: let (gn) be a sequence of functions gn : A → R, and
let (cn) be a sequence of real numbers. The notation gn = OA(cn) means that supy∈A gn(y) =
O(cn).
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Theorem 6. Let X = SY and θ < π/2, or X = ST and θ ≤ π/2. For any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), there

exists c = c(α) such that

Pnf

(
sup

x≤Time
CX

bis
s,t

|PosX
s,t (x

√
n) − Pos

∞,CX
bis

s,t (x)| ≥ n−α
)

= OD ′[a](exp(−nc)).

Moreover, there exists d > 0 such that, for large enough n,

Pnf

(∣∣∣∣NbX(s, t)√
n

− Time
CX

bis
s,t

∣∣∣∣ ≥ dn−α

)
= OD ′[a](exp(−nc)).

Note that the second assertion of Theorem 6 is not a direct consequence of the first assertion
since, when ‖gn − g‖∞ → 0, it may happen that τ [gn](A) �→ τ [g](A) for some set A. Note

also that, for X ∈ {ST, SY}, Time
CX

bis
s,t is implicitly known by

Time
CX

bis
s,t := inf

{
x,

∫ x

0

ei arg(t−s)CX
bis√

f (s + ei arg(t−s)u)
du = t − s

}
.

If f = c is constant, this simplifies and we obtain

Time
CX

bis
s,t = |t − s|√c

CX
bis

.

Proof of Theorem 6. We give the proof in the case X = ST; the X = SY case is similar. For
short, write Z̄

(n)
s (x) instead of PosST

s,t (x
√

n). For B ∈ (0, 1
4 ) and ε > 0, consider the set �n,ε

defined in Section 3.5. By Lemmas 2 and 3, Pnf (��n,ε) ≤ exp(−nc1) for some c1 > 0 and large
enough n. Let us assume that S ∈ �n,ε. Consider T n

s,t := inf{x, |Z̄(n)
s (x) − t | < nB−1/2}, the

hitting time of B(t, nB−1/2) by Z̄
(n)
s . By Proposition 1, T n

s,t < +∞ a.s., and, for any x ≥ T n
s,t ,

|Z̄(n)
x (x) − t | ≤ nB−1/2. (20)

For S ∈ �n,ε, the total number of stops inside B(t, nB−1/2) is at most n(2+ε)B , which corre-
sponds on the process Z̄(n) to a negligible time interval n(2+ε)B−1/2 = o(1) if (2 + ε)B < 1

2 .
The space fluctuations of these last stages are at most of order nB−1/2, and so they are negligible
when

B − 1
2 < −α.

The control of the position of the traveller along the rest of the trajectory will be established
using Corollary 1, together with elements from the proof of Theorem 6, and Lemma 6.

Assume that |s − t | > nB−1/2, w > 0, γn = nw, and yn = xγn

√
γn/

√
nmf for xn ∼

nw′
, w′ ∈ (0, 1

2 ), as in the proof of Theorem 5. By Proposition 4 we know that, for an ST(s,t)-
simple set �,

Pnf (�ST[s, t, γn] ∈ �) ≤ exp(−nC/2) + 2 Pnf (s)(�
ST[s, t, γn] ∈ �). (21)

From now on we work under Pnf (s). Set, for fixed (s, t),

� : C
γn → C

γn,

λ := (λ1, . . . , λγn) �→ (ei arg(t−sk−1(λ))λk, k = 1, . . . , γn) 1[0,nC−1/2]
(

max
l∈[[1,γn]] |λl |

)
,
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where sk−1(λ) = s +∑k−1
i=1 λi . Hence, Lemma 6 says that, under Pnf (s),

�(�DT[s, γn]) 1[0,nC−1/2](max �DT[s, γn])
d= �ST[s, t, γn] 1[0,nC−1/2](max |�ST[s, t, γn]|). (22)

For �
(1)
n given in (18), define

�(2)
n := �(1)

n ∩
{
(λ1, . . . , λγn) ∈ C

γn, max
l∈[[1,γn]] |λl | < nC−1/2

}
.

By Lemmas 2 and 4, for some γ ′′ and large enough n,

Pnf (s)(�
DT[s, γn] ∈ �(2)

n ) ≥ 1 − exp(−γ ′′nww′
) − exp(−nC/2). (23)

If �DT[s, γn] ∈ �
(2)
n then it is also in �

(1)
n and so most of the equalities or set inclusions of the

proof of Lemma 4 can be recycled here, starting from

{�DT[s0, γn] ∈ �(2)
n }

=
{

max
l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

(
�DT(s0, j) − CCT

bis√
nf (s0)

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn, max �DT[s0, γn] < nC−1/2
}
.

For �DT[s0, γn] ∈ �
(2)
n and Z(n) defined as in the proof of Lemma 4, since |ei arg(t−s)| = 1,∣∣∣∣ei arg(t−s) Z

(n)
s0 (an) − s0

an

− ei arg(t−s)FCCT
bis ,0(Z

(n)
s0

(0))

∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

an

, (24)

sup
x∈[0,an]

|ei arg(t−s)(Z(n)
s0

(x) − Z(n)
s0

(0)) − (x − 0)ei arg(t−s)FCCT
bis ,0(Z

(n)
s0

(0))| ≤ yn. (25)

Consider now the increments �̂[s, t, γn] := �(�DT[s, γn]). Using (22) and (23), for any
Borelian �,

|Pnf (s)(�̂[s, t, γn] ∈ �) − Pnf (s)(�
ST[s, t, γn] ∈ �)| ≤ exp(−γ ′′nww′

) + exp(−nC/2).

Up to this exponentially small probability, we may work with �̂[s, t, γn] instead of�ST[s, t, γn].
For �DT[s, γn] ∈ �

(2)
n and k ≤ γn, let us bound

d :=
∣∣∣∣ k∑
j=1

(�̂(s, t, j) − ei arg(t−s)�DT(j))

∣∣∣∣.
Writing Sj =∑j

m=1 �DT(j),

d =
∣∣∣∣ k∑
j=1

ei arg(t−Sj−1)�DT(j) − ei arg(t−s)�DT(j)

∣∣∣∣
≤ max{|ei arg(t−Sj−1) − ei arg(t−s)|, j ∈ [[0, k]]}

k∑
j=1

|�DT(j)|. (26)
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Since �DT[s, γn] ∈ �
(2)
n , the second term on the right-hand side of (26) is bounded by

kCCT
bis /

√
nf (s) + yn, which is smaller than OD ′[a](an + yn) = OD ′[a](nw−1/2) (since yn =

o(an)). Now, to control the maximum, we compare arg(t−Sj ) with arg(t−s). For �DT[s, γn] ∈
�

(2)
n and j ∈ [[0, γn]],

|Sj − s| ≤ CCT
bis

mf

γnn
−1/2 + yn = OD ′[a](nw−1/2 + yn) = OD ′[a](nw−1/2)

(since yn = o(an)), and so

|t − Sj | ≥ nB−1/2 − |s − Sj | ≥ 1
2nB−1/2

for large enough n since w < B (uniformly in s ∈ D(a)). Using the fact that |eia−1| = O(|a|),
we obtain

max
j∈[[0,γn]] |e

i(arg(t−Sj−1(λ))−arg(t−s)) − 1| = OD ′[a]
(

yn

nB−1/2

)
.

(The tangent of the angle � (Sj−1, t, s) is O(yn/|t − Sj |).) Then,

d = OD ′[a](nww′+w/2−B+w−1/2) = OD ′[a](nww′+3w/2−B−1/2).

Set Ẑ
(n)
s (j/

√
n) = s +∑j

l=1 �̂(s, t, l). Again, for any Borelian set �,

|Pnf (s)(Ẑ
(n)
s ∈ �) − Pnf (s)(Z̄

(n)
s ∈ �)| ≤ exp(−γ ′′nww′

) + exp(−nC/2). (27)

We have

sup
x∈[0,an]

|Ẑ(n)
s (x) − ei arg(t−s)Z(n)(x)| ≤ d = OD ′[a](nww′+3w/2−B−1/2).

Hence, using (24) and (25), if �DT[s, γn] ∈ �
(2)
n then{∣∣∣∣ Ẑ(n)

s0 (an) − s0

an

− ei arg(t−s)FCCT
bis ,0(Ẑ

(n)
s0

(0))

∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

an

+ d

an

}
and {

sup
x∈[0,an]

|(Ẑ(n)
s0

(x) − Ẑ(n)
s0

(0)) − (x − 0)ei arg(t−s)FCCT
bis ,0(Ẑ

(n)
s0

(0))| ≤ yn + d
}
.

By (23), this occurs with a probability exponentially close to 1 under Pnf (s); this is also true
for Z̄(n) under Pnf (s) by (27), and for Z̄(n) under Pnf by (21).

We are now in a position to use Corollary 1 on the process Z̄(n) under Pnf . The correspond-
ing value of max{an, cn, c

′
n} is Mn := max{nw−1/2, (yn + OD ′[a](nww′+3w/2−B−1/2))/an} =

max{nw−1/2, OD ′[a](nww′−w/2), OD ′[a](nww′+w/2−B)}, and the probabilities bn and dn are
smaller than exp(−nc) for some c > 0 and large enough n. We want Mn to be as small as
possible. For this, we choose w′ close to 0, and since B < 1

4 , the maximum is obtained by taking
w = B−. In this case, max{an, cn, c

′
n} = n−B/2−

. Now, the conclusion of the theorem holds if
−B/2− < −α and B − 1

2 < −α. Hence, α must be chosen in (0, 1
8 ) for the existence of B, ε′,

and w satisfying all the requirements of the present proof and at any time less than or equal to

Time
CX

bis
s,t as long as PosX

s,t (x
√

n) is outside B(t, nB−1/2). By the above, at time Time
CX

bis
s,t , the
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traveller is in B(t, n−α) with probability 1 − exp(−nc); therefore, by Proposition 1, after this
time the traveller will come closer to {t} at each stage. This implies the first assertion of the
theorem.

We now consider the proof of the second assertion. It remains to show that the number of
steps needed for the traveller to reach the target once in B(t, n−α) is negligible before

√
n.

From what is said below (20), we need to only control the number of stages necessary to enter

B(t, nB−1/2) from time Time
CX

bis
s,t , at which time we know that the traveller is in B(t, n−α). The

argument below (20) will allow us to see that at most dn−α+1/2 steps for a constant d will be
needed, with probability exponentially close to 1. For this, we observe that Lemma 6 can still
be used, as well as the sets �

(2)
n defined above. The sum of the length of the increments after

cn steps (once in B(t, n−α), with cn ≥ γn, is at least dcnn
−1/2 ± cnyn/γn for a constant d, i.e.

dcnn
−1/2 to first order) with probability exponentially close to 1. Hence, by Proposition 1(iv),

the number of steps needed to traverse a distance at most n−α is at most dn−α+1/2 for a
constant d.

4.1.2. Cross navigation.

Theorem 7. Let X ∈ {CY, CT} and θ ≤ π/3. For any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), there exists c = c(α) such

that

Pnf

(
sup

x∈[0,τX
s,t ]

|PosX
s,t (x

√
n) − Pos

∞,CX
bis,C

X
bor

s,t (x)| ≥ n−α
)

= OD ′[a](exp(−nc)),

where τX
s,t = Time

CX
bis

s,I (s,t) + Time
CX

bor
I (s,t),t . Moreover, there exists d > 0 such that, for large

enough n,

Pnf

(∣∣∣∣NbX
s,t√
n

− τX
s,t

∣∣∣∣ ≥ dn−α

)
= OD ′[a](exp(−nc)).

Again, for X ∈ {CT, CY}, τX
s,t is implicitly known since

Time
CX

bis
s,I (s,t) := inf

{
x,

∫ x

0

ei arg(I (s,t)−s)CX
bis√

f (s + ei arg(I (s,t)−s)u)
du = I (s, t) − s

}
,

Time
CX

bor
I (s,t),t := inf

{
x,

∫ x

0

ei arg(t−I (s,t))CX
bor√

f (I (s, t) + ei arg(t−I (s,t))u)
du = t − I (s, t)

}
.

If f = c is constant, this gives

τX
s,t = √

c

( |I (s, t) − s|
CX

bis

+ |t − I (s, t)|
CX

bor

)
.

Proof of Theorem 7. We consider only the X = CT case, since the X = CY case is similar.
Recall the contents of Lemma 8, and of the last two paragraph of Sections 3.9. The start of

the proof is the same as that of Theorem 6, using also Proposition 1, and again we consider only
the case where |s − t | > nB−1/2 and the portion of the traveller’s trajectory that is outside the
ball B(t, nB−1/2), as in the proof of Theorem 6. Consider the set �n,ε (defined in Section 3.5).
When t is far from Cross(t), that is, if d(t, Cross(s0)) ≥ nw+C−1/2, by (19), CT navigation
coincides exactly with DT navigation with direction θKs,t for nw stages, provided that S ∈ �n,ε

(since only nw stages of size at most Navmax[θ ] are concerned). Therefore, all the properties
and bounds obtained for this case, particularly those in the proof of Theorem 5, hold here also.
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Hence, the traveller will stay close to BKs,t , the bisecting line of Sect[Ks,t , s], its fluctuation
around this line being larger than n−α for α ∈ (0, 1

8 ) with exponentially small probability.
Therefore, the trajectory of the traveller from its starting point until a neighbourhood of Is,t

will be the solution of ODE(CCT
bis , arg(Is,t − s), s0).

Assume now that the traveller satisfies d(t, Cross(s0)) ≤ nw+C−1/2 (this can occur at
the beginning of their trip or after some sequences of nw consecutive stages). Recall the
considerations in the last paragraph of Section 3.9 and Figure 9. If, for some j , d(t, Cross(sj )) ≤
nw+C−1/2 then this will remain true until the traveller enters the final ball B(t, nB−1/2). Let
us describe more precisely what happens when d(t, Cross(sj )) is small. Denote by D the
parallel to the branch of Cross(si) being close to t , passing via t . In order to control the position
of the traveller, knowing that it is close to D, an orthogonal projection on D is used. The
progression of this projection on D measures the progress of the traveller toward t . We will
not enter into the details, everything works with respect to the orthogonal projection on D as
in the case of directed navigation, since the projection ξ also has some exponential moments.
Therefore, once close to �, the movement of the traveller will be asymptotically ruled by
ODE(CCT

bor, arg(t − Is,t ), s0). Now, taking into account the fact that w + C − 1
2 ≤ B − 1

2 , the
traveller will necessarily enter the ball B(t, nB−1/2), where it will make a negligible number
of steps, with negligible fluctuations (see the discussion below (20)).

4.2. Analysis of the traveller’s costs

In Section 1.4 we introduced the cost CostXH (s, t) :=∑Nb(s,t)
j=1 H(�X

j ) related to the trav-
eller’s journey from s to t , associated with an elementary cost function H , and X. If H is
the modulus function H : x �→ |x| then CostXH (s, t) = |PathX(s, t)|, and if H : x �→ 1 then
CostXH (s, t) = Nb(s, t), as already discussed in Theorems 6 and 7. In the sequel we consider
only the case Hg : x �→ |x|g for some g ≥ 0. Other functions could certainly be studied
following the same steps, but the present case covers the applications we have (discussions
around the cases g ∈ [2, 4] appear in [14]).

Let us discuss a bit at the intuitive level. Under Pnf , locally around position s0, a stage �DT

is close in distribution to �DT
1 /

√
nf (s0), a rescaled stage under P1. For a regular function H ,

H(�DT) is close to H(�DT
1 /

√
nf (s0)). Two main points have been noted so far. Another point

is that at first order, under Pnf , H(�DT) depends on the behaviour of H near 0. Functions H

‘that are regular near 0’ are needed to obtain simple asymptotic behaviours. This justifies the
choice of the class of functions Hg . The contribution to the cost of H(�DT) depends on the
position of the traveller. Again, a differential equation appears: it is important to consider the
pair

((PosX(s, t, i), CostX(s, t, i)), i = 1, . . . , k),

where CostX(s, i) =∑i
j=1 H(�X

j ) since the cost cannot be studied independently of the
position.

Another remark concerns the case H : x �→ 1, in which case CostX(s, j) = j . In this case,
by defining

C(n)

(
j√
n

)
:= Cost(s, j)√

n
= j√

n
for j ≥ 0

and linear interpolation between the points (j/
√

n, j ≥ 0), on any interval [0, λ], (C(n), n ≥ 0)

converges uniformly to csol := y �→ y. Therefore, the pair (C(n), PosX
s,t (·

√
n)) converges to

(csol, Pos∞,c
s,t ) under the same conditions as those under which PosX

s,t (·
√

n) converges to Pos∞,c
s,t .

Even if at first glance this convergence seems to entail that of NbX(s, t), this is not immediately
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the case, as observed in the proofs of Theorem 6 and 7, since the convergence of functions
does not imply the convergence of hitting times. Here the same phenomena arise for other cost
functions.

Let us now return to the case where H = Hg for some g > 0. By the scaling argument we
have, for any c > 0, Hg(�

X
c )

d= |�X
1 |g/cg/2, and then, further, under Pc,

an∑
j=1

Hg(�
X
c (j))

d=
an∑

j=1

|�X
1 (j)|g
cg/2 .

Since the random variables |�X
1 (j)| have exponential moments (see Section 3.3.2), so do

|�X
1 (j)|g for any g > 0. Therefore, by the law of large numbers, for any an → +∞,

an∑
j=1

|�X
1 (j)|g
an

a.s.−−→
n

E(|�X
1 (j)|g),

and Petrov’s lemma can be used to control the deviation around the mean (see Section 3.3.2).
Hence, at first order,

∑an

j=1 Hg(|�X
c (j)|) is close to (an/c

g/2) E(|�X
1 (j)|g), and this, for any

c, including the case where c = cn, depends on n. Under Pnf , if the traveller is at position s

then |�X
nf (1)|g is close in distribution to |�X

1 |g/(nf (s))g/2, since Nb(s, t) has order
√

n. Set

C(n),X

(
j√
n

)
:= CostX(s, j)ng/2−1/2.

In order to extend Theorem 5 to the pair (Pos, Cost), we need to introduce a system of ODEs.
We already saw that at least up to some decompositions by parts of the trajectories, the limiting
position of the traveller was the solution of ODE(λ, ν, s) for some parameters (λ, ν) depending
on the details of the studied navigation. For any s0 ∈ D , c0 ∈ R, and q ∈ R, consider the
following system:

ODE(2)(λ, ν, q, s0, c0) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ρ(0) = s0, C(0) = c0,

∂ρ(x)

∂x
= Fλ,ν(ρ(x)) = λ eiν

f (ρ(x))1/2 ,

∂C(x)

∂x
= q

f (ρ(x))g/2 .

The existence and uniqueness of a solution (ρ, C) to this system is guaranteed by the Cauchy–
Lipschitz theorem. The function ρ is Solλ,ν

s0 since the conditions on ρ coincide with ODE(λ, ν,

s0). The function C clearly has a simple integral representation using ρ and f :

C(y) = c0 + q

∫ y

0

dx

f (ρ(x))g/2 .

Since

ρ(y) = s0 +
∫ y

0
Fλ,ν(ρ(x)) dx = s0 + λeiν

∫ y

0

dx

f (ρ(x))1/2

in the g = 1 case, this immediately leads to

C(y) = c0 + qλ−1(ρ(y) − s0)e
−iν .
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If g �= 1, ρ and C are related by a linear formula only if f is constant since in this case ρ and
C are linear functions.

Limits in the directed case. We explain in this case only the appearance of the limiting
differential equation.

Lemma 9. Let X = DT and θ ≤ π , or X = DY and θ ≤ π/2. The pair of processes
(PosX

s,t (x
√

n), C(n),X(x))x∈[0,λ] satisfies the assumption of Corollary 1 for bn = nww′−w/2 ×
(mf )−1/2, cn = exp(−nmin(ww′/2,c)), c′

n = cn, and dn = bn. Therefore, it converges to the

(Pos
∞,CX

bis
s,t (x), Cost∞,X(x))x∈[0,λ] solution ODE(2)(CX

bis, 0, C
X,g
bis , s0, 0) for λ ∈ [0, λ(FCX

bis,0
,

s)), where C
X,g
bis = E(|�X

1 |g).
Proof. The proof uses the ideas in the proof of Theorem 5 (we will use �

(1)
n and Z(n), as

defined in its proof). Consider again the set �
(1)
n defined in (18), and introduce the following

Borelian subset of C
γn :

�(4)
n :=

{
(λ1, . . . , λγn) ∈ C

γn, sup
l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

(
ng/2−1/2|λj |g − C

T ,g
bis√

n(f (s0))g/2

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

}

for a sequence (yn). Using C(n)(an) = c0 + ng/2−1/2∑γn

l=1 |�DT(s0, l)|g , we obtain

{�DT[s0, γn] ∈ �(4)
n } =

{
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣C(n)
s0

(
l√
n

)
− c0 − l√

n

C
T ,g
bis

f (s0)g/2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ yn

}
,

and everything works as in the proof of Theorem 5, in particular, using rescaling (8),

Pnf (s0)(�
DT[s0, γn] ∈ ��(4)

n )

= Pnf (s0)

(
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

n(g−1)/2|�DT(s0, j)|g − C
T ,g
bis√

nf (s0)g/2

∣∣∣∣ ≥ yn

)

≤ P1

(
sup

l∈[[1,γn]]

∣∣∣∣ l∑
j=1

|�DT(s0, j)|g − C
T ,g
bis√

γn

∣∣∣∣ ≥ ynf (s0)
g/2

√
n√
γn

)
.

Letting yn = xγn

√
n/

√
γnm

g/2
f for xn ∼ nw′

, we complete the proof in the same way as
Theorem 5. Note that the deviations of C(n) are of the same order as those of Z(n) in the
proof of Theorem 5. Now, �DT ∈ �

(1)
n ∩ �

(4)
n with a probability exponentially close to 1, and,

therefore, the conclusion of the theorem holds for the pair (Z(n), C(n)).

Limits in the straight case. Here X ∈ {ST, SY}. Consider (Sol
CX

bis,arg t−s
s , CX,g), the solution

of ODE(2)(CX
bis, arg(t − s), C

X,g
bis , s, 0), and consider Time

CX
bis

s,t . The limiting cost will be

C
X,g
s,t := CX,g(Time

CX
bis

s,t ). Note that if g = 1, then CX,1(x) = E(|�X
1 |)|Pos

CX
bis

s,t − s|.
Theorem 8. Let X = SY and θ < π/2, or X = ST and θ ≤ π/2. For any α ∈ (0, 1

8 ), any
β > 0, any λ > 0, and large enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]

∣∣∣∣CostXHg
(s, t)

n1/2−g/2 − C
X,g
s,t

∣∣∣∣ ≥ n−α

)
≤ n−β.
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The proof follows that of Theorem 6: first a proof for fixed (s, t) is obtained, then the proof
is extended to a subgrid of D[a]2 and then to all pairs using the arguments of Section 4.3.

The proof for fixed (s, t) is similar to that of Theorem 6: the contribution to the cost of the
stages of the traveller outside the final ball B(t, n−α) is provided by the solution of a differential
equation. Then, when the traveller enters the final balls B(t, n−α) and B(t, nB−1/2), we again
use the fact that these final contributions are negligible, affecting the total cost by a negligible
amount (smaller than n−α with a large probability).

Limits in the cross case. Here X ∈ {CT, CY}. Again, we must use the decomposition of

the limiting path at the point I (s, t). From s to I (s, t), denote by (Sol
CX

bis,arg I (s,t)−s
s , C

X,g
1 )

the solution of ODE(2)(CX
bis, arg(I (s, t) − s), C

X,g
bis , s0, 0) on the time interval [0, Time

CX
bis

s,I (s,t)];
between I (s, t) and t , let (Sol

CX
bor,arg t−I (s,t)

I (s,t) , C
X,g
2 ) be the solution of ODE(2)(CX

bor, arg(t −
I (s, t)), C

X,g
bis , I (s, t), 0) on the time interval [0, Time

CX
bor

I (s,t),y]. In this case the limiting cost
will be

C
X,g
s,t := C

X,g
1 (Time

CX
bis

s,I (s,t)) + C
X,g
2 (Time

CX
bor

I (s,t),t ).

Theorem 9. For any θ ≤ π/3, any X ∈ {CT, CY}, any α ∈ (0, 1
8 ), any β > 0, any λ > 0, and

large enough n,

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈D ′[a]

∣∣∣∣CostXHg
(s, t)

n1/2−g/2 − C
X,g
s,t

∣∣∣∣ ≥ n−α

)
≤ n−β.

4.3. Globalisation of the bounds

We have obtained some bounds for the position and the cost functions of a traveller going
from s to t . Here we want to prove some uniform bounds since in the main theorems a supremum
on (s, t) lies inside the considered probabilities. With the number of possible pairs (s, t) being
infinite, the union bound is not sufficient here. We adopt a two-point strategy to obtain the
uniformity needed. First we obtain the uniformity for pairs (s, t), where s and t belong to a
subgrid of D[a]:

Gridn(c0, a) := n−c0Z
2 ∩ D[a].

With the cardinality of Gridn(c0, a) being O(n2c0), by the union bound, any theorem of the
form

Pnf (h(PathX
s,t ) ∈ A) = O(un) for all (s, t) ∈ D ′[a],

where un does not depend on s and t , and h is any function of the paths, has the corollary

Pnf

(
sup

(s,t)∈Gridn(c0,a)

h(PathX
s,t ) ∈ A

)
= O(n2c0un).

In other words, if the probability concerning one path is exponentially small (this is the case
for most of our theorems concerning one trajectory) then it is still exponentially small when
considering all paths starting and ending in Gridn(c0, a).

The second point of our strategy is the following. Take any (s, t) ∈ D ′[a], say, in the
complement of Gridn(c0, a). We will show that, with a probability close to 1, the trajectory
from s to t can be split with a large probability into at most 13 parts (uniformly on (s, t)), such
that on each part the path of the traveller coincides with a part of the path of a traveller starting
and ending on the grid. This will be sufficient to conclude, since our theorems control the
behaviour of the whole path of a traveller, and, therefore, also along the aforementioned parts.
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To this end, we introduce Squ∗
n(c0), the set of squares in the plane with side length n−c0 and

vertices in n−c0Z
2, with at least one vertex in Gridn(c0, a).

Additionally, consider four tilings of the plane with squares of length

an := nB−1/2;
the three last tilings are obtained from the first tiling by the translations an/2, ian/2, and
an(1+ i)/2, respectively. By Squ1

a(B), Squ2
a(B), Squ3

a(B), and Squ4
a(B) we denote the subsets

of the squares of each of these tilings having a distance to D[a] smaller than an, and by Squa(B)

we denote their union. If n is large enough, the union of the squares of Squa(B) contains D[a]
and are included in the interior of D (for example, in D[a/2]). Observe also that any disk
B(x, an/4) with x ∈ D[a] is totally included in a square of Squa(B).

With any (s, t) ∈ D ′[a] we will associate two points (sg, tg) belonging to Gridn(c0, a) as
follows. First tg is the upper-left corner of the square of Squ∗

n(c0) containing t (therefore, tg
depends on n and c0); if t is in Squ	(c0) then take tg = t . The point sg is given by the following
lemma.

Lemma 10. Let s ∈ D , and consider one of the navigation processes presented in this paper
using as a set of stopping places S. For any ρ < rmin(S) := min{|x−y|, x, y ∈ S, x �= y}, and,
for any pair (s′, t) of S×D , there exists a point sg in ρZ

2∩D such that X(sg, t) = X(s, t) = s′,
i.e. the paths from s and sg to t coincide from the second stage.

Proof. First observe that around s′ there is a disk of radius rmin(S) containing no other vertex
of S. For a straight navigation process, let us define R = −−→

Cam(s′, s′ − t)(rmin(S)/2), and, for
a cross navigation process, let us define R = Cam[s, −k](rmin(S)/2), where k is such that
t ∈ Sect[s′, k]. By construction, any point s of R is such that X(s, t) = s′. Here R contains a
disk of radius

r = rmin(S)

2

sin(θ/2)

1 + sin(θ/2)
>

θ

4π

(see Figure 10). This disk intersects at least one point of ρZ
2 ∩ D .

Lemma 11. For any c > 0, Pnf (rmin ≤ n−c) = O(n−2c+2).

tr

R

rmin(S)

rmin(S)/2

θ/2

Figure 10: An illustration of the proof of Lemma 10.
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Proof. With a Pnf probability exponentially close to 1, |#S| is smaller than c1n for some
c1 > 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3). By the union bound,

Pnf (rmin ≤ λ | |#S| = m) ≤ m2 Pnf (|V1 − V2| ≤ λ)

for V1 and V2 independent with density f on D . Conditioning on V1, it is easily seen that this
probability is smaller than c2λ

2 (for some c2 independent on λ). Finally, we obtain Pnf (rmin ≤
λ) ≤ c2

1n
2c2λ

2 + Pnf (|#S| ≥ c1n), which leads easily to the stated result.

A consequence of the two previous lemmas is that if c0 is large enough, with a probability
O(n−2c0+2), any path from s to t coincides with a path from sg to t for a point sg in Gridn(c0, a)

up to the starting position (and then, up to the first step, smaller than Navmax, which will then
be uniformly negligible at the scale we are working in). Hence, to approximate a path from s

to t with a path from sg to tg , most of the difficulties come from the target.
Given a source s, a section of the Path(s, t) = (s0, . . . , sNb(s,t)) is a subpath (sj1 , . . . , sj2)

for which X(s, t, j) = X(sj−1, tg) for each 1 ≤ j1 < j < j2, that is, a part of Path(s, t)

matching a path toward tg . Given a source s and a target t , a Squa(B)-black box is a subpath
(sj1 , . . . , sj2) of Path(s, t) such that sj1 and sj2 are both in the same square of Squa(B). For
k ∈ N, we will say that a path admits a (k, B, c0) decomposition if it can be decomposed into
at most k sections and k Squa(B) black boxes.

Proposition 5. Let B > 0 and ρ > 0 be fixed. For any X ∈ {CY, CT} and θ ≤ π/3, or
X = ST and θ ≤ π/2, or X = SY and θ < π/2, there exists c0 > 0 such that

Pnf (for all (s, t) ∈ D ′[a], PathX(s, t) admits a (13, B, c0) decomposition) ≥ 1 − o(n−ρ).

Before proving this proposition, let us examine how it entails, together with the already
proved results concerning one trajectory, the theorems of this paper.

4.4. Consequences

From the above discussion, the results concerning one trajectory, Theorems 6 and 7, can be
extended as follows: a supremum on (s, t) in Grid(c0, a) can be added inside the probabilities
present in these theorems. It remains to see what is the price of taking the supremum on all (s, t).
We saw above that, with a probability polynomially close to 1, for any (s, t), Path(s, t) can be
decomposed into at most 13 sections and 13 black boxes. On each section, Path(s, t) coincides
with a section of Path(s, tg). Therefore, the fluctuations of the position functions (or the cost
functions) on each of these sections are smaller than n−α with a probability exponentially close
to 1, since this is the case for the trajectories between the points of Gridn(c0, a). To see this,
assume for example that

sup
x∈[0,λ]

|PosX
s,t (x

√
n) − Pos

∞,CX
bis

s,t (x)| ≤ ε.

Therefore, for any increasing sequence x1, . . . , x2k (where x2i−1
√

n and x2i

√
n have to be

understood as the starting and ending times of the sections), we have

sup
0≤x1≤···≤x2k≤λ

∣∣∣∣ k∑
i=1

|PosX
s,t (x2i

√
n) − PosX

s,t (x2i−1
√

n)|

−
k∑

i=1

|Pos
∞,CX

bis
s,t (x2i ) − Pos

∞,CX
bis

s,t (x2i−1)|
∣∣∣∣ ≤ kε.
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θ

θ

C

t

Figure 11: The area around � containing the range of the black boxes (sj1 , . . . , sj2 ).

Hence, a global control of the path ensures a good control of the sections, provided that the
number of sections is small. This is the case here, since we have 13 sections at most with a
large probability. Now, the contribution of the black boxes (the stages between times x2i

√
n

and x2i+1
√

n) have to be controlled. For this, note first that the space fluctuations for any black
box (sj1 , . . . , sj2) is small: max{|sj − sj1 |, j ∈ [[j1, j2]]} ≤ can for a constant c depending
only on θ ; indeed, since sj1 and sj2 are in the same square, �, of Squa(B), and since at each
stage the traveller gets closer to the target, and since the angle between its local direction and
the direction to the target is smaller than θ (see Figure 11), it must stay in a domain with
area at most O(a2

n) (which is included in the ball B(◦, can), where ◦ is the centre of �).
Moreover, let l(X) be the maximum length (number of stages) of all black boxes for the
algorithm X ∈ {CT, CY, ST, SY}:

l(X) := max{j2 − j1, (sj1 , . . . , sj2) black box}.

Then l(X) bounded by Maxball(can, a), and

P(l(X) ≥ a2
nn

1+ε) = P(l(X) ≥ n2B+ε) ≤ exp(−nd)

for some d > 0 if n is large enough. Since 2B+ε can be chosen smaller than 1
2 in all the proofs,

we have at most k black boxes, of negligible size n2B+ε. The contributions of these black boxes
to the time normalisation of the processes are negligible, as well as the space normalisation: at
most a2

nn
1+ε contributions of size nC with size smaller than Navmax or H(Navmax /

√
n) are

(uniformly for all (s, t)) negligible.

4.5. Proof of Proposition 5

In order to bound the number of black boxes on a trajectory, we need to understand when a
navigation decision differs when navigating to t or tg . We will see that this is related to some
geometrical features of some straight lines, called ‘rays’ below, issued from the points of S.

A star is a collection of half-lines (we also use the term rays) issued from the same point
called the centre. A navigation star of s ∈ S is a cyclic ordered list (r1, r2, . . . , rk) of half-lines
starting at s such that, for any two points t and t ′ of D between two consecutive half-lines, if
X(s, t) �= t and X(s, t ′) �= t ′ then X(s, t) = X(s, t ′); in other words, if t and t ′ are far enough
from s (at a distance of at least 2 Navmax) then the first stop starting from s is the same whether
the target point is t or t ′ (see Figure 12).
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θ

r1

r2

r3

r1

r6

r5

r10
r4

r9
r8

r7

r3

r2

r6

s6

s1

s2

s6

s5 s4

s3

s1

s2

s

r5
s5 s4

s3

s

r4

Figure 12: Left: an example of a navigation star in θ -straight Yao navigation. For a vertex t far enough
from s between ri and ri+1, SY(s, t) = si (assuming that r7 = r1). Right: an example of a navigation star
in θ -straight T navigation. In this case the situation is a bit more complex. For instance, ST(s, t) = s3
if t is between r3 and r7 or between r8 and r4. If t is between r7 and r8 (and far enough from s) then

ST(s, t) = s4.

In order to build navigation stars, we define different types of ray; they will be used to control
the decompositions of straight or cross navigation paths in the sequel.

• Given a point s of S and k ∈ [[1, pθ ]], the kth type-1 ray around s is simply r1(s, k) =
HLk(s).

• Let s be a point of S. We construct two rays associated with each points s′ of S. Denote
by r+

2 (s, s′) and r−
2 (s, s′) the half-lines with centers s obtained from the half-line [s, s′)

by rotations of θ/2 and −θ/2, respectively. These rays are called type-2 rays.

• Let s be a point of S. For any pair (s′, s′′) of S2, we denote by r3(s, s
′) the half-line [s, t)

such that [s, t) is orthogonal to (s′, s′′). This ray is called a type-3 ray.

We now examine the navigation stars of the different algorithms. It may help to note that if
NS is a navigation star around s then any set of rays containing NS is also a navigation star.

Cross navigations. For cross navigations, the set of type-1 rays centred at s, i.e. Cross(s), is a
navigation star of s.

θ -straight Yao navigation. Starting from s for a target t far enough from s, SY(s, t) depends
only on arg(t −s). When t is turning around s, SY(s, t) changes when the nearest point to
s in

−−→
Sect(s, t) ∩ S changes. This potentially happens when the angle between (s, t) and

(s, s′) is ±θ/2 for a point s′ in S close enough to s, i.e. s′ is such that |s − s′| ≤ Navmax.
Hence, the set of type-2 rays centred at s is a navigation star of s for θ straight Yao
navigation.

θ -straight T navigation. In addition to the rays presented in the previous point, we need to
consider another type. Note that ST(s, t) is the point of

−−→
Sect(s, t) ∩ S that has the closest

to s orthogonal projection on the bisecting line of
−−→
Sect(s, t) ∩ S. When t is turning

around s, ST(s, t) potentially changes when the order of the orthogonal projections of
the elements of

−−→
Sect(s, t) ∩ S on the bisecting line of

−−→
Sect(s, t) changes. This may

happen when the line that passes via two elements s′ and s′′ of S, not too far from s (such
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that |s − s′| ≤ Navmax and |s − s′′| ≤ Navmax), is orthogonal to the line (s, t). Hence,
the set of type-2 rays and type-3 rays centred at s is a navigation star of s for θ -straight
T navigation.

A navigation star containing only the rays defined in the previous paragraph is called standard.
A constellation or standard constellation of S is the union of the navigation stars or standard
navigation stars, respectively, for every s ∈ S.

Given Ct ∈ Squ∗
n(c0) and C ∈ Squa(B), denote by Numbi (C, Ct ) the number of type-i rays

that intersect C and are defined by points s, s′, and s′′ in S ∩ C (depending on the case, s′ and
s′′ can be non-necessary). Also, define

NumbCT(C, Ct ) = NumbCY(C, Ct ) = Numb1(C, Ct ), (28)

NumbSY(C, Ct ) = Numb2(C, Ct ), (29)

NumbST(C, Ct ) = Numb2(C, Ct ) + Numb3(C, Ct ), (30)

as is clear from the above discussion. We also set Numb(C, Ct ) =∑3
i=1 Numbi (C, Ct ), a

bound on all the NumbX(C, Ct ) for X ∈ {ST, SY, CT, CY}.
Lemma 12. Let B > 0 and c0 > 0 be fixed. For any algorithm X ∈ {ST, SY, CT, CY},

sup
(C,Ct )∈Squa(B)×Squ∗

n(c0)
d(C,Ct )≥an

Pnf (NumbX(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) = O(n4B+2−c0).

Proof. Throughout the proof, Ct ∈ Squ∗
n(c0) and C ∈ Squa(B) are such that d(Ct , C) ≥ an.

We first control Numb1(C, Ct ). Let St (Ct ) be the set of points s ∈ D[a] such that Cross(s)
crosses Ct . This set also forms a cross. Clearly, for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3},

Pnf (Numbi (C, Ct ) ≥ 1) ≤ PnMf
(Numbi (C, Ct ) ≥ 1).

We then obtain the bound under PnMf
instead than Pnf . Now,

PnMf
(Numb1(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) ≤ PnMf

(#(S ∩ C ∩ St (Ct )) ≥ 1) = O(n|C ∩ St (Ct )|),
where |A| denotes the area of A (since, for an integer random variable X, P(X ≥ 1) ≤ E(X)).
Observing that St (Ct ) is composed of pθ stripes having width O(n−c0) and that C has diameter√

2nB−1/2, we have |C ∩ St (Ct )| = O(nB−1/2−c0), and then

Pnf (Numb1(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) = O(n1/2+B−c0).

We now discuss the control of Numb2. For p the centre of Ct , we have

Pnf (Numb2(C, Ct ) ≥ 1)

≤ PnMf

(
there exist X1, X2 ∈ S ∩ C,

∣∣∣∣| arg(X2 − X1) − arg(p − X1)| − θ

2

∣∣∣∣
≤ arctan

(
n−c0

√
2|p − X1|

))
.

Since |X1 − p| > nB−1/2, arctan(n−c0/
√

2|p − X1|) ≤ arctan(n−c0−B+1/2/
√

2). Moreover,
using (13), PnMf

(|S ∩ C| > n2B+d) ≤ exp(−n2B+d) for any d > 0, provided that n is
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large enough. Recall now that, under PnMf
, knowing that #(S ∩ C) = k, the set S ∩ C is

distributed as a sample of k i.i.d. uniform random variables in C. Therefore, for any function
g and measurable set A,

PnMf
(there exist X1, X2 ∈ S, X1 �= X2, g(X1, X2) ∈ A)

≤ PnMf
(#(S ∩ C > n2B+d))

+
∑

k≤n2b+d

PnMf
(there exist X1, X2 ∈ S ∩ C, g(X1, X2) ∈ A | #S = k)

× PnMf
(#S = k)

≤ PnMf
(#(S ∩ C > n2B+d)) + (n2B+d)2 P(g(U1, U2) ∈ A)

for two i.i.d. uniform random variables U1 and U2 in C. Therefore, PnMf
(Numb2(C, Ct ) ≥ 1)

is bounded by

O((n2B+d)2) P

(∣∣∣∣|arg(U2 − U1) − arg(p − U1)| − θ

2

∣∣∣∣
≤ arctan

(
n−c0

√
2|p − U1|

))
+ exp(−n2B+d).

A simple picture shows that, U1 given, U2 must lie in a triangle included in C, with diameter
smaller than

√
2an and with an angle smaller than O(n−c0−B+1/2/

√
2). Since the density of

U2 is 1/a2
n, for any U1 given in C, the probability is O(n−c0−B+1/2an/a

2
n) = O(n−c0−2B+1)

(with a constant in the O sign uniform for U1 in C). Then

Pnf (Numb2(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) = O(n4B+2d)O(n−c0−2B+1) + exp(−n2B+d) = O(n2B+2d−c0+1).

Taking small enough d , we obtain Pnf (Numb2(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) = O(n2B−c0+2).

We now discuss the control of Numb3. The quantity Pnf (Numb3(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) is bounded
by

PnMf

(
there exist X1, X2, X3 ∈ S ∩ C,

∣∣∣∣arg(X3 − X2) − arg(p − X1) − π

2

∣∣∣∣
≤ arctan

(
n−c0−B+1/2

√
2

))
.

Again, this is

O((n2B+d)3) P

(∣∣∣∣arg(U3 − U2) − arg(p − U1) − π

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ arctan(n−c0−B+1/2)

)
for some U1, U2, and U3 i.i.d. uniform in C. For (U1, U2) given, U3 must be in a subset of C

with Lebesgue measure O(n−c0−B+1/2an). Taking into account the density of U3, we obtain

Pnf (Numb3(C, Ct ) ≥ 1) = O(n4B−c0+2)

for d chosen small enough.
We conclude this proof using (28), (29), (30), and the union bound.
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For any Ct ∈ Squ∗
c0

, let BB(Ct ) = {C ∈ Squa(B), Numb(C, Ct ) ≥ 1} be the number of
squares in Squa(B) from which is issued at least one ray crossing Ct . The notation BB is
chosen to make apparent that the elements of BB(Ct ) are considered as black boxes related to
Ct later.

Lemma 13. Let B > 0 and ρ > 0 be fixed. There exists a c0 > 0 such that

Pnf (there exists Ct ∈ Squ∗
c0

, #BB(Ct ) ≥ 12) = o(n−ρ).

Proof. Note that, under PnMf
, sinceS∩C1 andS∩C2 are independent variables forC1∩C2 =

∅, for any fixed j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, any Ct , and i fixed, the family of variables (Numbi (C, Ct ),

C ∈ Squa(B)j ) are i.i.d. Hence, for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the variables (1∑3
i=1 Numbi (C,Ct )≥1,

C ∈ Squa(B)j ) are i.i.d. Bernoulli distributed. Let

BBj (Ct ) = {C ∈ Squa(B)j , Numb(C, Ct ) ≥ 1}.

We have, by the union bound,

P(there exists Ct ∈ Squ∗
c0

, #BBj (Ct ) ≥ 3)

≤
∑

Ct∈Squ∗
c0

(
Squa(B)j

3

)
PnMf

(Numb(C, Ct ) ≥ 1)3

= O(n3−6B+2c0) sup
C∈Squa(B), Ct∈Squ∗

c0

PnMf
(Numb(C, Ct ) ≥ 1)3.

From Lemma 12, this last term is O(n3(4B+2−c0)). Then, this is o(n−ρ) for c0 chosen large
enough. Now, to conclude, write

Pnf (there exists Ct ∈ Squ∗
c0

, #BB(Ct ) ≥ 12)

≤
4∑

j=1

PnMf
(there exists Ct ∈ Squ∗

c0
, #BBj (Ct ) ≥ 3).

Proof of Proposition 5. First observe that rays are defined by at most three points belonging
to a ball of radius at most Navmax. From Lemma 2 we know that Navmax ≤ n−1/2+B/4 with
high probability. Hence, the probability that 12 rays cross a square Ct is bounded by

PnMf
(there exists Ct ∈ Squ∗

c0
, #BB(Ct ) ≥ 12) + Pnf

(
Navmax ≥ 1

4n−1/2+B
)
,

which is O(n−ρ), as required, for B > 0 and large enough c0. This means that, for any target t

and any point s outside these 12 squares plus the square of Squa(B) that contains B(t, n−1/2+B),
X(s, t) = X(s, tg). For each Path(s, t) and each C of these (at most) 13 squares, we consider
the subpath PC (of Path(s, t)) between the first stage that is inside C and the last stage that is
inside C. Each of these portions of the trajectory forms a black box.

For every point s′ of the path Path(s, t) outside each of these 13 black boxes, none of the
rays of the navigation star of s′ crosses the square Ct ; hence, X(s′, t) = X(s′, tg). Hence, the
path is partitioned into at most 13 black boxes and at most 13 sections.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. By hypothesis, for a certain triangular array (c′
n(j), j = 1, . . . , �λ/an�)

satisfying |c′
n(j)| ≤ cn for any j ≤ �λ/an�, the following representation of yn holds:

yn((j + 1)an) = yn(jan) + anG(yn(jan)) + anc
′
n(j).

Hence, yn appears to be a perturbed version of the explicit Euler scheme, used to approximate
a solution of Eq(G, z), which is defined by zn(0) = z,

zn((j + 1)an) = zn(jan) + anG(zn(jan)), j ≤ �λ/an�.
We review here the standard argument leading to the conclusion, namely the convergence of
(zn) to ysol with a bound on the speed of convergence, and derive the same result for (yn). First,
by the Cauchy–Lipschitz lemma, Eq(G, z) has a unique solution, denoted by ysol on [0, λ] (for
λ < λ(G, z), the maximum domain on which one can extend this solution). Now define, for
any x ∈ [0, λ],

Ran(x) = a−1
n (ysol(x + an) − ysol(x)) − G(ysol(x)).

Assume that G is α-Lipschitz and bounded by β (it is bounded since it is the maximum of a
Lipschitz function on the bounded domain D); then ysol is clearly β-Lipschitz. We have

sup
x∈[0,λ−an]

|Ran(x)| = sup
x∈[0,λ−an]

∣∣∣∣∫ x+an

x

G(ysol(u))

an

du − G(ysol(x))

∣∣∣∣ (31)

≤ sup
x∈[0,λ−an]

α

∫ x+an

x

|ysol(u) − ysol(x)|
an

du

≤ αβ

2
an.

Let ζn be a perturbation of the explicit Euler scheme:

ζn((j + 1)an) = ζn(jan) + anG(ζn(jan)) + εn(j), j ≤ �λ/an�.
We have

ζn((j + 1)an) − zn((j + 1)an) = ζn(jan) − zn(jan) + an(G(ζn(jan)) − G(zn(an)))

+ εn(j),

|ζn((j + 1)an) − zn((j + 1)an)| ≤ (1 + αan)|ζn(jan) − zn(jan)| + |εn(j)|,
and, therefore, for any j ,

|ζn(jan) − zn(jan)| ≤ (1 + αan)
j |ζn(0) − zn(0)| +

j−1∑
m=0

(1 + αan)
j−1−m|εn(m)|,

which yields (using (1 + αan)
k ≤ ekan for any k ≥ 0), for j such that j ≤ �λ/an� + 1,

|ζn(jan) − zn(jan)| ≤ ejan

(
|ζn(0) − zn(0)| +

j−1∑
m=0

|εn(m)|
)

≤ ean(1+�λ/an�)
(

|ζn(0) − zn(0)| +
�λ/an�∑
m=0

|εn(m)|
)

.
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Now to end, observe that

ysol((j + 1)an) = ysol(jan) + anG(ysol(jan)) + anRan(jan).

This is a perturbed version of the Euler explicit scheme, and so, by (31), for large enough n,

sup
j, j≤�λ/an�+1

|ysol(jan) − zn(jan)| ≤ ean(1+�λ/an�)
�λ/an�∑
m=0

a2
nαβ

2
≤ λeλαβan, (32)

since ean < 2 for large enough n.
The same analysis, using the comparison between zn and yn yields, for large enough n,

sup
j,�λ/an�+1

|yn(jan) − zn(jan)| ≤ ean(1+�λ/an�)
�λ/an�∑
m=0

anc
′
n(j) ≤ 2eλλ max

j≤λ/an

|c′
n(j)| ≤ 2λeλcn.

(33)
Finally, summing (32) and (33), we obtain supx∈[0,λ] |ysol(x) − yn(x)| ≤ Cλ max{an, cn} for
Cλ = λeλ(2 + αβ) + 3β (this is obtained at first for the points x ∈ {jan, j ≤ �λ/an� + 1},
then for all x in the interval using the fact that on an interval of size an the fluctuations of ysol
are bounded by anβ, and those of yn are bounded by βan + cn. Then, the map λ �→ Cλ has the
properties stated in the lemma.

Proof of Corollary 1. Let (Zn) be a sequence of processes satisfying the hypothesis. Define,
for each n, a process Yn coinciding with Zn at the points (jan, j = 0, . . . , �λ/an� + 1), and
which is linear between them. Introduce the event

�n :=
�λ/an�⋂
j=0

{∣∣∣∣Yn((j + 1)an) − Yn(jan)

an

− G(Yn(jan))

∣∣∣∣ ≤ cn

}
. (34)

According to Lemma 1, supx∈[0,λ] |Yn(x) − ysol(x)| ≤ Dλ max{an, cn} on �n for a function
λ �→ Dλ bounded on compact sets; moreover, by the union bound,

P(�n) ≥ 1 −
(⌊

λ

an

⌋
+ 1

)
andn.

We then also immediately obtain P(supx∈[0,λ] |Yn(x) − ysol(x)| ≤ ε) converges to 0 when
n → +∞ for any ε > 0, i.e. the convergence in probability for the uniform norm of Yn

to ysol. Now define

�′
n :=

�λ/an�⋂
j=0

{
sup

x∈[jan,(j+1)an]
|Zn(x) − Zn(jan) − (x − jan)G(Zn(jan))| ≤ c′

n

}
.

Again, by the union bound, P(�′
n) ≥ 1 − (�λ/an� + 1)anbn. Assume now that we are on

�n ∩ �′
n. Since Yn is linear in [jan, (j + 1)an], and since Zn and Yn coincide at the points

(jan, j ≥ 0), then Zn also satisfies (34). Hence, for any t ∈ [jan, (j + 1)an],
Yn(x) = Zn(jan) + (x − jan)G(Zn(an)).
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Thus, on �′
n, we have |Zn(x) − Yn(x)| ≤ c′

n for any x ∈ [0, λ], and so |Zn(x) − ysol(x)| ≤
c′
n + Dλ max{an, cn} on �n ∩ �′

n. Therefore,

P
(

sup
x∈[0,λ]

|Zn(x) − ysol(x)| ≤ c′
n + Dλ max{an, cn}

)
≥ 1 −

(⌊
λ

an

⌋
+ 1

)
an(bn + dn)

≥ 1 − (λ + an)(bn + dn).
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